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DESCRIPTOR
LEVEL 1                                                              

NOT ACCEPTABLE

LEVEL 2                                                             

ACCEPTABLE

LEVEL 3                                                             

COMPETENT

LEVEL 4                                                            

OUTSTANDING

LEVEL 5                                                             

EXEMPLARY
SCORE 

D 1 DESIGN THEMES / SYNTHESIS

10 pts

Thematically Memorable Synthesis is limited or poor, unclear goals; Poor synthesis occasionally linked to goals Good synthesis clearly linked to adequately Superior synthesis clearly linked to well- Exemplary synthesis insightfully linked to 

Thematic Integration / Clarity Design is forgettable, unimaginative, cliché, that may be unclear; under-whelming stated goals; minimally evokes emotional stated goals; deliberately engages emotions articulate and concise goals; strongly 

OR Novel / Imaginative or unengaging; incoherent; lacks originality; engagement; shows minimal imagination, or responses in viewer; adequate engagement; well; novel solution well presented; engages emotional responses; highly

(5 pts) Designer's personal interpretation fits is an obvious solution; mostly coherent; Demonstrates adequate imagination; work is internally coherent; fresh and exciting memorable work; shows high degree of 

idiosyncratic design bias some original aspects; Designer attempts generally coherent; results are suggestive; results; clearly bases solutions and design novelty in approach and/or solution; 

to base ideas and solutions on evidence & Generally bases design on evidence & tries choices on evidence well understood; well-conceived, internally coherent

research to eliminate designer bias

D 2 CRITICAL REFLECTION

5 pts

Understanding of Context Fails to provide adequate context; does not Uncomfortable with context of the problem; Adequately understands context; At ease Clear context provided in a concise and Superior grasp of context; Mastery of 

Conceptual Clarity grasp information; inadequate reflection on or confusing statement of context; with required content, but does not articulate way; Knowledge of content is content is plainly evident; Freely and willingly

Comprehension of Concepts & Issues issues and themes; argumentation is difficult Identifiable argumentation but is flawed in elaborate; Argumentation is clearly demonstrated; Occasional elaborations and offers elaborations, connections and 

Rigorousness to identify, or is seriously flawed; fails to some significant way; Ocassional invalid identifiable, and mostly sound; explanations; sound argumentation; explanations; sound and reasonable

make valid inferences; misunderstands or inferences; Marginal graps of key concepts, Valid inferences are routine; Valid and well-justified inferences; superior argumentation; Valid and insightful inferences;

misinterprets key concepts, principles or principles or theories; Acknowledges Understands relevant concepts, principles, comprehension of concepts, principles, Comprehensive understanding of concepts,

theories; has not read original research; research but has little grasp of its theories or philosohpies; Has read and theories and philosophies; Work enables principles, theories and philosophies;

unable to answer questions ramifications; Answers only rudimentary internalized relevant research greater rigor in the field of design Exemplifies highest levels of rigor in the field 

questions

D 3 ORGANIZATION

5 pts

Preparation Sloppy or minimal preparation; Audience More preparation would help sequence or Preparation demonstrated but marginally Designer is clearly prepared; Sequence Excellent level of preparation is evident; 

Logical Sequence cannot understand presentation because attention to detail; Audience has difficulty competent; Sequence is logical and is easy is logical and interesting; Attention to detail Insightful and provocative sequence; 

Attention to Detail it lacks logical sequence; understanding presentation because its to follow; Attention to detail is adequate, but is superior Remarkable attention to detail

Fails to pay attention to detail sequence is fractured or incomplete; would benefit from elaboration

Minimal attention to detail

D 4 COMMUNICATION

5 pts

Articulate Expression Speaker mumbles, is inarticulate or hard to Difficulty staying engaged in presentation Clear voice, occasional inflection for Clear voice, voice inflection is precise and Clear voice, voice inflection and cadence 

Audience Engagement hear; Incorrect pronunciation of words & because speaker is monotone, or uses  emphasis; Most words and terms are well-placed; Words and terms are all are well-placed and engaging;

Demeanor terms; Writing does not flow well, is not minimal inflection; Some words or terms are correctly pronounced; Writing is clear, pronounced correctly; Well-written, clear, Writing is exemplary, engaging and very

clear of concise; Graphics are poor or occasionally mispronounced; concise, and direct but uneventful; concise, and insightful; Graphics are well- persuasive; Graphics are excellently 

grossly underdeveloped Writing flows adequately, but grammar and Graphics could use improvement but conceived and executed, and clearly conceived and executed

sentence construction need refinement; support verbal and written statements; support verbal and written statements

Graphics are passable, but need vast

improvement

D 5 LEVEL OF CONTRIBUTION 

5 pts (Academic & Professional)

Relevance / Applicability Work is non-contributory or irrelevant; Work is minimally contributory; Somewhat Work makes a timely or relevant contribution Timely and relevant contributions; Work Timely and relevant contributions, and the

Originality Does not display original thinking; relevant; Minimal display of original thinking; but not both; Original thinking is displayed demonstrates original thinking;  work offers new and useful insights; 

Develops New Knowledge Fails to advance the field, has little or no Offers sparse advancement of the field or over a limited range of the work; Clear evidence of strong advancement of   Well developed original work; 

applicability has limited applicability Advances field in a few areas, and has the field; highly contributory; New knowledge concisely and articulately

adequate applicability Strongly suggests direction of future work presented; Work has broad applicability and

advances the field in meaningful ways;

Direction of future work in the field is clear 
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23 Dec 2017  
Rick Fox 
 
Interior Designers Institute  
MIA Program     
 
SUGGESTIONS FOR ACADEMIC WRITING   
 
§ 1 General Issues 
Academic Writing is undertaken by scholars for 
scholars, and uses current knowledge about a topic 
to develop new ideas, theories or viewpoints about 
the topic.  
 
An Explanatory Paper:  The aim of this type of 
writing is to summarize, explain and evaluate an 
idea, theory, event or someone else’s view.  You 
must do more that describe a state of affairs.  
Rather, you must present evidence that supports 
your interpretation. 
 
An Argumentative Paper:  The aim of this type of 
writing is to convince your readers that some idea, 
claim or view is the correct one.  You must do more 
than merely summarize your opinions.  The writing 
is the product of careful research and thoughtful 
consideration.  You must defend your views by 
offering evidence and reasons for holding them.  
Note: Many writers in design-based disciplines 
wrongly hold that reason-giving is unnecessary or 
pointless.  
 
Thesis Statement: In the MLA Handbook for 
Writers of Research Papers, 6th Ed, Joseph Gibaldi 
writes,  

“A thesis statement is a single sentence that 
formulates both your topic and your point  
of view. It is an answer to the central  
question or problem you have raised.”   
(Gibaldi 2003, 56) 

 
 
§ 2 Substantive Issues 
Purpose:  Announce the purpose of your paper 
early on; usually within the first few sentences. 
e.g.: “My main objective in this paper is to 

explain…” 
“I offer two reasons in support of x…” 

   
The Speaker:  Help your reader identify when you 
are putting forth the view or position you think is 
the correct one, 

e.g.: “I believe the best design method is …” 
“My view on modernism is…” 

 
and when you are summarizing someone else’s views.  
e.g.:  “In Hadid’s view modernity is the only 

choice.” 
“Even if we agree with the Prince of Wales 
that traditional design is better…” 

 
Use Examples:  Illustrate your important points 
with examples.     
 
Accuracy & Charity:  Academic writing demands 
precision.  You must accurately present, 
characterize, and explain the views and ideas of 
others.  A major weakness in student writing is 
misrepresenting someone else’s view.  Charity does 
not mean “seeing both sides” of a debate.  It means 
that you are presenting someone else’s views, no 
matter how confusing they might seem, in the most 
“charitable light,” that is, in the way they make the 
most sense – whether or not you concur.  
 
Modesty:  Do not try to do too much.  Make a small 
point that contributes to the discussion on the issue.  
Make your points clearly.  Be straightforward in 
presenting your arguments, reasons, evidence and 
conclusions. 
 
Originality:  You must show that you can think 
critically about the topics and issues you are writing 
about.  Some independent thinking is expected – 
even if it is modest.  Try and say something 
interesting about the topics and issues.   
 
 

§ 3 Style and Format Issues   
Page Setup:  Typical setup requirements include: 
double-spaced; 12 pt Times New Roman, 
Garamond, or Arial font; 1” top/bottom and 1” 
left/right margins; page numbers.  The most 
common format for electronic submission is MS 
Word .doc format, but others may be acceptable.  
Professors often have specific requirements – check 
with them if you are in doubt. 
 
Style Guides:  Most of the professors at IDI have 
adopted the style guidelines contained in the MLA 
Handbook for Writers of Research Papers; 8th 
Edition.  Common basics include: i) when you refer 
to a person for the first time use first and last name.  
Thereafter, use only the last name; ii) for quotes 
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longer than 25 words use indented single-space 
block style [omit quotation marks]; iii) for emphasis 
use italics, not bold or underline. 
 

Quotes & Citations:  When you quote or borrow 
someone else’s words, you must give them credit.  
Follow the footnote or endnote citation style in the 
MLA style guide.   
 
Prose Style:  Be concise. Explain things in bite-sized 
pieces.  Make each sentence do some useful work; 
delete the lazy ones.   
 
Impersonal Tone:  Many academic disciplines 
strongly discourage writing in the first person.  
Typically, academic writing should lessen the sense of 
the author’s personal emotional involvement in the 
topic.  Writing should demonstrate an unbiased 
presentation of the topic. 
 
First Person:  However, when writing about your 
own views it is perfectly acceptable to write in the 
first person and you are encouraged to do so; these 
are your ideas.  
 e.g.  “I believe that Louis Kahn is a genius.” 

“My view on early California architecture 
differs from Esther McCoy’s in the 
following way...” 

 
Write in the active voice; it is more direct, engaging, 
forceful and effective.  In active voice the subject of 
the sentence performs the verb’s action.   
e.g.  “I always design in accordance with the 

code.”   
“Adolf Loos’ view is that ornament is 
crime.”  

Note: Speak about someone else’s views in the 
present tense even if they are deceased. 
 

Technical Terms:  The meaning of specialized or   
technical terms must be explained upon first usage.  
General terms such as “floor plan,” and “design 
principle,” and “rhythm” do not require 
explanation.  Whereas, depending on the audience 
you are addressing, terms such as ‘wayfinding’, 
‘parti’ and ‘spatial transparency’ may require a few 
words of explanation or clarification.  Avoid jargon 
and buzz-words; they are often ambiguous and 
impress no one.   
 
 
 

Avoid using the indefinite ‘you’.  Do not write… 
e.g. “What you ought to do in life is get a good 

job.” 
“When you get a job you realize life is 
complex.”  

Use the word ‘you’ only as a second-person 
pronoun.   
 
Slang Expressions: such as “going green,” ought to 
be avoided where possible, but if used should be set 
in quote marks. 
 
Words to be vigilant about:  
 Absolutes – e.g. Always, never, only, solely 
 Universals – e.g. All, none    
 Superlatives – e.g. greatest, most, least 
 
Avoid contractions: just don’t do it; ‘cannot’ is one 
word.   
 
‘Like’ indicates preference or resemblance: 
e.g. “I like ice cream.”  
Use ‘such as’ when you intend to enumerate 
examples.    
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1 A research tutorial by InformeDesign   Where Research Informs Design

www.informedesign.umn.edu

Description
This Web site tutorial is an introduction
to research methods and how you might
use research in design practice. As you
work through the material, you will see
(1) why and how research is, and can be,
used in the design process, plus (2) how
research findings can be interpreted into
design criteria. Both of these approaches
will benefit your practice. Three parts
comprise the tutorial:

Part I. Why should I, as a practitioner
care about research methods?

Part II. What is the common vocabulary
in research-based practice and academic
research?

Part III. What methods might serve as
core methods for the design process in
your firm, as well as help you under-
stand the quality of a research method
that produced new knowledge that you
might use in designing places?

Why should I continue reading? Why
should I take this tutorial?
Knowledge of research methods is useful
in any business, and the practice of
design is ever evolving. Currently,
changes seem embedded in our “infor-
mation society.” Clients want informa-
tion in addition to design. They want to
know the substance of decisions, the
“why” behind what you designed. While
the design community has long held that
programming is design research,
researchers maintain that design
research in its academic interpretation
complements not only programming but
other stages of the design process as

well. Think of the two as partners where
programming interpretations are site
specific and design research adds a uni-
versal understanding of the issues and
problems addressed in the project.

When these processes merge, new ener-
gy and new knowledge come to a project.
Design research enhances your credibili-
ty as a reflective planner/designer.
Design research provides you with new
ways to tell the story and sell your
designs. Equally, clients and users see
new value in such a service. The design
itself emerges in a new light when you
weigh the universal and theoretical
explanation with the specific, individual
case.

This tutorial does not attempt to explain
everything there is to know about design
research. We simply want you to under-
stand the context and opportunity avail-
able to you when choosing to use
research. We want to “demystify”
research and arrive at commonly held
definitions of research and have you
become more skilled and comfortable in
using research methods in all phases of
the design process.

Tutorial Objectives
1. To develop an understanding of the

context for design research in design
practice.

2. To develop a vocabulary of research
terms to aid in the understanding of
research articles and InformeDesign’s
Research Summaries.

3. To develop an understanding of the
relationship between research meth-
ods and their applicability to practice.

Part I: Research-Based Practice
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Research 101 Part I

The Best Way to Use this Tutorial
First, read each section. Second, reflect
upon your own practice and work. Think
of a project that you recently completed
and ask yourself the following questions:
• What knowledge did I need to solve the

problems in this project?
• What was paramount to the client? What

was paramount to our design team? What
was paramount to the site?

• Did I use or provide substantive information
as well as produce a great design? 

• What other resources and information did I
use to answer the questions I had?

• Did I consider the source of that information
or the quality of how my sources got their
information?

• At any point, was I stuck, and could I have
used additional information to point me in a
new direction?

• At any point, did I need a reality check—a
way of testing my ideas against knowledge
about the topic that others have found?

Next, re-read the section. Finally, take an
issue that you dealt with in the project
and go into InformeDesign’s Research
Summaries to read other research and
see the design criteria that were trans-
formed from the work. Does this work
support your solution? Are the articles
clearer to you because you read the tuto-
rial? We hope you find the tutorial not
only interesting, but that it will assist
you to better utilize the research present-
ed on InformeDesign’s Web site data-
base.

Prerequisite
A curious mind and interest in design
are necessary!

Part I. Research-Based Practice, OR
Why should a design practitioner care
about research methods?

Six key observations over our years in
the field provide answers to this question
and a basis for seeing research as an
opportunity. Each item demonstrates to
us that design practitioners are, or need
to be, increasingly interested in
“research-based” practice.
A. Growth in scope of practice—new prof-

it centers and services.
B.Broader understanding of the client

and concern for the user.
C.Need to be informed.
D.Practitioners’ views of design and the

hybrid model of reflective practice.
E.A balance between research and

design.
F. Translating design research findings

into design criteria.

A. Growth in scope of practice—new
profit centers and services.
Within the past several years, designers
have experienced “doing business differ-
ently.” This is not a new statement, but a
reality and often interpreted as coming
from the influence of technology and the
computer. Firms are seeing different
scheduling, different collaborators, dif-
ferent information access, and new
opportunities for being creative in their
delivery of services.

Other social and knowledge develop-
ments contribute as well. For example,
all the research on design methods that
started in the 1960s brought the oppor-
tunity to expand services to include the
design process as well as designing the
facility. One firm might do a master plan-
ning/feasibility study for a client, while
another firm gets the bid to design and
construct. The profit centers of the firms
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Research 101 Part I

have expanded. At the same time, the
expectations of the client have grown.

In research, the knowledge of a systems
approach to environmental design is well
established, requiring collaboration and
a team approach. This brings experts
from several fields together and their
shared knowledge, vocabulary, and skills
develop potential changes in the scope of
projects that are awarded.

Finally, the expectation of continuing
education for professionals places practi-
tioners in learning and teaching roles
throughout their careers. It suggests that
the designer is not just a consumer of
information, but becomes an inquirer.
The client, like-wise, places a new expec-
tation on the designer to be knowledge-
able, to be current, and to be able to
deliver. A climate is created that provides
an opportunity to reflect; to find new
facts, models and ideas; to renew one-
self; and to teach the client about the
substance of the design. This offers a
healthy environment of open dialogue
and fresh discovery for clients and
designers alike.

B. Broader understanding of the client
and concern for the user.
As previously stated, the interest in the
view of the client and user has become
the norm. Whether this is a function of
the consumer movement, the develop-
ment of business strategies such as
strategic planning, management by
objectives, or new market research, the
reality exists that competition demands
that you determine your practice niche
and understand the needs, mission, and
values of clients. In turn, practitioners
become more clinical, e.g., need to see
symptoms of problems; need to listen;
need to observe and test; and need to

diagnose, evaluate, and provide resolu-
tions.

Such a model further suggests that prac-
titioners may be an initiator of issues to
be researched, or they might act upon
research findings that are already pub-
lished. Diagnosis has a built-in expecta-
tion that one reflects upon known facts,
research findings, interventions, and
prevention treatments to predict a better
solution. 

C. Need to be informed.
As mentioned in the rationale for this
tutorial, our society is no longer an
industrial society, but is an information-
al society. Society, its businesses, insti-
tutions, associations, and citizens have
both knowledge of the world (a global
view) as well as an understanding of the
local experience. You might think of this
as reading both the New York Times and
the local newspaper, or as listening to
MSNBC news on a topic and then seeing
what someone puts on their own Web
site concerning the matter. With these
technology networks, barriers to infor-
mation break down, and individuals may
move across disciplinary lines to share
and learn information. 

You can see this happening all around
us. New design hybrids and new knowl-
edge integration opportunities are occur-
ring. Even higher education is changing
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Research 101 Part I

from a shaft of specialized knowledge to
a matrix that has depth and relation-
ships across areas of knowledge. The lib-
eral arts approach plus a thorough pro-
fessional knowledge is becoming even
more necessary to understand our world.
For example, chemical engineering is
now chemical and biological engineering.
An engineer in that field needs to see the
biological and chemical relationships
together. 

D. Practitioners’ views of design and
the hybrid model of reflective practice.
New hybrids (as mentioned above) are
occurring in architecture, interior
design, and related areas. The term
“research-based” practice is being used
by many design practitioners. Some writ-
ers and practitioners make reference to
evidenced-based practice, or scholarly
practice, or practice-based research.
What is apparent in all of these terms is
the desire to close the gap between
research and practice, to see practice as
a contributing partner to research about

the field, and to have a
level of discussion and
reflection that moves
practice from a vocation-
al skill model to a
skill/knowledge model
where choices and direc-
tions reflect theory and
researchable findings.

E. A balance between research and
design.
This hybrid brings about a balance
among use of research, use of profes-
sional experience, and use of creativity.
Knowing more about research will help
you know when and how to use research
in your practice. It can be used in all
stages of a project: pre-design, program-
ming, schematic design, design develop-

ment, and even construction documents
and contract administration. However,
research is more beneficial in the earlier
stages so your initial design solution can
be based on evidence. 

Research, according to researchers, is
systematic discovery of knowledge or a
systematic inquiry. Researchers and
educators often limit their use of
research literature to articles that appear
in refereed journals, research reports
from foundations, or conference proceed-
ings that are based on physical or social
scientific research. 

Design practitioners define research in a
more applied way, the acquisition of
information that assists in the develop-
ment of a design solution. They use
many different sources of information
including manufacturers’ data, represen-
tatives’ knowledge, practitioner periodi-
cals, or professional organization stud-
ies. A problem that can occur with the
practitioners’ use of these information
sources is that they can have product
bias, incomplete analysis, or inappropri-
ate data collection methods. 

Design researchers try to avoid these
issues by following prescribed data col-
lection and analysis methods, basing
their inquiry on theory, and reporting the
results objectively in scholarly journals.
Yet, this research is often inaccessible to
design practitioners and written in a lan-
guage that is unfriendly to them. Also,
the findings are seldom translated into
design criteria, which would allow practi-
tioners to apply them in a design prob-
lem as evidence-based design solutions.
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The Mission
The Mission of InformeDesign is to facilitate 

interior designers’ use of current, research-

based information as a decision-making tool 

in the design process, thereby integrating

research and practice.

Created by: Sponsored by:

5

E. Translating design research find-
ings into design criteria.
There are some research studies from
academic sources that do take findings
and interpret them into design criteria.
The intent of this work speaks to the
need in the field to “make the research
work” for you. In addition, there is a
number of methods and an increased
acceptance in higher education of com-
munity-based research, often termed
“action research.” Many times, there has
been a desire to take research and get it
into the hands of those who can make a
difference in our social settings, but the
vehicles for doing so were unclear.
InformeDesign provides such a vehicle. It
is built upon the premise that the field
wants solid, theory-based research,
while the field also wants the information
in a form that speaks to practice. The
time for translation has arrived.
InformeDesign provides this translation
of scholarly research findings into practi-
tioner-friendly Research Summaries. 

Continue this three-part tutorial and
reacquaint yourself with the research
vocabulary used by researchers. This will
help you understand the research meth-
ods used in the Research Summaries
and see for yourself the value added to
your design practice by being a user of
InformeDesign.

Authors:
Denise Guerin, Ph.D.
Department of Design,
Housing, and Apparel
University of Minnesota

Joy Dohr, Ph.D.
Department of
Environment, Textiles, and
Design
University of Wisconsin-
Madison

Photos Courtesy of:
Page 3 photo: Sol Skog, University of
Minnesota
Page 4 photo: D. Boyles, University of
Minnesota

For additional references and vocabulary
words, go to the InformeDesign Glossary
of Terms. References to research-related
books can be found under the Glossary
of Terms under the Reference List link. 
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The following terms about research are
sometimes interpreted in different ways.
We recommend using the definitions
included here to reach a basic under-
standing of research terms. There are
two case studies included to help you
apply the vocabulary. 

Research is a systematic, diligent
inquiry or examination of some field of
knowledge undertaken to establish fact
or principles; it involves collecting and
analyzing data. Research differs between
design practitioners and design
researchers. Practitioners generally use
research techniques or methods during
pre-design when programming a space
and during schematic and design devel-
opment. For example, you collect data
from the users about how a space is
used, you inform yourself about the
characteristics of the user group, and
you identify performance criteria for a
product or material. In comparison,
design researchers use research tech-
niques or methods to answer general or
specific questions that are not related to
a specific project or space. They are look-
ing for answers about designed environ-
ments and human behavior that relate to
a particular problem. The goal of formal,
scientific research conducted by
researchers is to build theory that pre-
dicts a reaction, relationship, or other
phenomena when found in different situ-
ations. The goal of applied research con-
ducted by practitioners is to build up
their knowledge about a specific design
project.

A research problem focuses on the issue
or set of relationships that a researcher
would like to study. For example, a

researcher might be interested in the
issue of health care design for the elder-
ly or the relationship between elderly
wellness and the presence of daylight in
their living spaces. 

A research question is a specific ques-
tion about a part of the research problem
that will be studied. A researcher might
have several questions about the prob-
lem. For example, the previous research
problem might lead to the following
research questions: Does the presence of
daylight in elderly peoples’ rooms affect
their recovery time from an illness? Does
a view to the outdoors affect patients’
recovery time? These are specific ques-
tions that result from interest in a
research problem and can be answered
through systematic inquiry. 

When researchers are about to begin
working with a research problem, they
look for a theory to guide their work. A
theory is a set of interrelated ideas or a
set of relationships. It provides a system
or filter for planning and conducting
research and then, for making sense of
its findings. 

You have heard of the Theory of
Evolution or the Global Warming Theory.

Part II: Research Vocabulary
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Research 101 Part II

Diffusion of Innovation
Description: The process by which new
ideas are gradually communicated over time
through a social system.The rate of adoption
of an innovation follows an S-shaped curve
when plotted on a cumulative basis over time
(Rogers, 1995).

Application: Used to identify early adopters
or innovators of new technologies or ideas in
design practice (CAD or sustainable design).
Characteristics of adopters/innovators can be
determined and educational experiences can
be developed to increase use of the innova-
tion or to educate those who are not
adopters. Clients could be identified who
would accept innovative design solutions.

Environmental Preference Theory
Description: People process environmental
information to increase their chances of “sur-
vival” and to improve their welfare. People
need to make sense of, and acquire addition-
al information about, their environment to bet-
ter predict what might occur and plan their
actions accordingly (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1982).

Application: Certain interior design attrib-
utes add to people's preference for an envi-
ronment. For example, certain amounts of
complexity, mystery, coherence, or legibility
are necessary for comfort, function, and stim-
ulation. However, too much complexity can
over-stimulate and confuse people, causing
decreased preference.

Human Ecosystem Theory
Description:  People interact with one
another and with their environments, specifi-
cally the social, designed, and natural environ-
ments. People affect their environments and
environments influence how people behave
(Guerin, 1992).

Application: Useful in identifying all of the
components that affect how a designed envi-
ronment will be used. Can help determine
how environments (social, designed, or natu-
ral) influence human behavior.

Maslow's Hierarchy of Human
Needs
Description: Humans have a "hierarchy of
needs" ranging from lower-level needs for
survival and safety to higher-level needs for
intellectual achievement and self-fulfillment.
Lower level needs (survival, safety, belonging,
and self-esteem) must be met before the
higher-level needs (intellectual achievement,
aesthetic appreciation, and self-actualization)
can be addressed. People's behavior at a par-
ticular moment is usually determined by their
strongest need (Thompson, 2002; Woolfolk,
2004).

Application: Prompts designers to look at
the whole person and the interrelation of
physical, emotional, and spiritual needs. For
example; a child who is not fed before going
to school may not respond to a beautiful inte-
rior designed with an emphasis toward the
promotion of learning. If an office is in a "bad"
part of town and employees fear for their safe-
ty, they may be more concerned with their
security and less with their productivity, no
matter how functional or supportive their work
environment.

Narrative Theory
Description: A process used to identify
meaning for people within an interior design
(Ganoe, 1999). Personal meaning is
expressed through written narratives provid-
ing an avenue for discussion. Narrative helps
determine the relationship between a space
and people, as well as what spaces mean to
people. 

Application: Used to demonstrate how peo-
ple's experiences are connected to the interi-
or environment. Development and use of
design criteria are determined through a ver-
bal or written narrative. Clients can relate their
understanding and feelings about an interior
space, which the designer can use to develop
meaning for them through the design solution.
Provides a way of identifying "meanings of
places" for clients. Can be used with people
from diverse backgrounds to uncover how
meaning varies across different populations
and how meaning may change over time.

Place Attachment Theory
Description: Affective experiences, personal
feelings, and emotions associated with a
place are central to people's ability to attach
meaning to environments and are based on
subjective personal preference (Altman,
1992).

Application: Can be used to identify design
features that are meaningful - these features
can be incorporated into a design solution,
providing a more functional and emotionally
fulfilling environment for the user.

Closer to home, you know about Design
Theory (the application of design princi-
ples to design elements). Take this a bit
further and think about what we know
about Design Theory: research has been
undertaken to determine how people
behave when balance (a design principle)
is applied to color (a design element).
Research found that people feel calmer
in an environment where color is sym-

metrically placed and balanced. Through
research, new knowledge was developed
and added to Design Theory, thereby giv-
ing designers criteria for practice.
Theories can help us understand or pre-
dict how people will behave in designed
environments. See Figure 1 for  examples
of several theories we can use in design
practice. 

Figure 1. Theories Useful for Design and Human Behavior Research 
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A theory is made up of constructs,
propositions, and assumptions that
researchers use to guide their inquiry,
and designers can use to guide their
design decisions. Constructs are the
components of a theory. For example, in
Color Theory the constructs are hue,
value, and chroma. The propositions of a
theory are the facts or rules established.
Again, in Color Theory, one proposition
is that warm, dark, and bright hues
advance. This has been established
through research. An assumption is a
position that cannot be proven or dis-
proven, but is assumed and must be met
to explore and use the theory. For exam-
ple, in Color Theory, an assumption is
that color is a mixture of light, which no
one disputes.

Once research is completed, researchers
determine if their findings agree or con-
flict with the theory’s propositions. This,
then, is how researchers can add to or
develop theory, providing other
researchers with more information about
how people may behave in an environ-
ment.

Often a model is
developed to visually
show the relationships
between or among the
parts of a theory.
Models are two-dimen-
sional or three-dimen-
sional images that are
especially helpful for
visual learners (most
designers). For exam-
ple, a model developed
to show the Human
Ecosystem Theory,

shown in Figure 2, depicts the interac-
tion among all the constructs of the the-
ory: human organism, natural environ-

ment, designed environment, and social
environment.

An hypothesis is a statement that sug-
gests the relationship(s) among the theo-
ry’s constructs. It is the researcher’s best
“guess” about the outcome of research
based on existing literature, research, or
theory. It can be said that every design
solution is a hypothesis or a prediction
by the designer that the design solution
will work. The more “guessing” that can
be taken out of the hypothesis, the more
likely the design solution will be func-
tional, meaningful, long-lasting, and aes-
thetically pleasing. Researchers test
hypotheses to form new knowledge about
a theory.

Limitations are factors that potentially
reduce a study’s validity and initial
scope. For example, a design organiza-
tion wants to determine their members’
opinions on adding a member benefit, so
they send out a questionnaire to the
membership via E-mail. A limitation to
the study is that the only members who
have a chance to respond are those who
have E-mail, causing a potentially biased
set of opinions.

Delimitations are factors and issues not
of concern to the research. In the previ-
ous example, the organization wanted to
know only about a specific member ben-
efit, they did not want members’ opin-
ions on membership credentials.
Credentials would be a delimitation. It is
always important to know what is not
included in the scope of research.

Variables are properties or characteris-
tics in the research question that can
take on different values. There is usually
an Independent Variable(s), the property
that is changed or manipulated to deter-

Figure 2. A Model of the Human Ecosystem Theory
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mine the effects on the Dependent
Variable, which is the property that is
affected by the change of an independ-
ent. For example, number of assign-
ments and class size could be
Independent Variables that affect stu-
dent learning, the Dependent Variable. A
study could be conducted with a class
size of 20 and a class size of 100 to deter-
mine if the class size affects learning
(based on mean grades).

There are often Extraneous or
Confounding Variables in research.
These are other variables that may influ-
ence the effect of the independent vari-
able on the dependent variable. These
variables need to be controlled, or they
need to remain constant. In the previous
example, an extraneous variable that
could be controlled was that each class
had the same teacher.

A Control Variable is a property or char-
acteristic that is held
constant to determine
the relationship
between two other
variables.

Population is an
aggregate or an entire
group of people,
events, or things that
are being studied.
Some examples are all
women in the US, all
college freshmen at

state-assisted universities, all college
freshmen, or all residential upholstery
samples.

A Sample is a subgroup of the popula-
tion that is measured in the research.
For example, 1,000 women in the US
who constitute a sample of the entire
population (of US women) if certain

parameters are met, that is, if those
1,000 women are representative of the
entire population.

A Subject is a single member of a sam-
ple. A subject is one woman of the 1,000
women in the sample.

Sample Selection is important because
it will influence the outcome of the
research, and how the research findings
can be applied. If a sample truly repre-
sents the population, the research find-
ings can be generalized to the entire pop-
ulation. In other words, if the research
finds that 55% of a sample of 1,000 US
women (subjects) are married, it can be
generalized that 55% of US women are
married. There are several recognized
sample selection methods. 

First, there is Random Selection, which
means that each member of a population
has an equal and independent chance of
being selected for a sample. Random
selection is used to create a sample that
reflects the demographic characteristics
(such as age, income, and social status)
of the population. For example, a ran-
dom sample can be created by selecting
every 20th woman in the phone book. 

Another way to select a sample is by
Matched Selection. In this selection
method, subjects in two or more groups
are matched based on similar character-

Figure 3. Different Types of Variables 
(from Case 2)
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istics, such as age, gender, residency, or
other property. Matched Selection is
used to reduce the chance of errors
resulting from conditions that previous
research indicates are likely to influence
the results. 

In Convenience Selection, subjects are
selected based on availability, not on
random inclusion. The results of studies
using convenience samples cannot nec-
essarily be projected to the wider popula-
tion.

Raw data are the individual measure-
ments and numbers collected from
research subjects.

Descriptive Statistics are used to sum-
marize large sets of raw data, describe
the sample under consideration, and are
not intended to infer results to the larger
population. Percentages, means, medi-
ans, and modes are examples of descrip-
tive statistics.

Inferential Statistics are used to ana-
lyze data obtained from a sample of sub-
jects with the intent of generalizing (or
inferring) the results to the larger popu-
lation from which the sample was drawn.
Inferential statistical methods include t-
test, chi-square, analysis of variance,
and many other statistical methods. For
definitions of these specific statistical
methods please see the InformeDesign
Web site Glossary of Terms.

Often, Statistical Significance is used
to evaluate if relationships observed
between variables resulted not just by
chance. Prior to conducting statistical
analyses, researchers preset significance
levels (often called alpha levels), which
are numerical values. Exceeding or meet-
ing the significance levels means that the
results were highly unlikely and not due

to chance.

Reliability refers to the repeatability of
findings, and whether the findings may
be replicated. Instruments and proce-
dures should produce the same results
when applied to similar samples in simi-
lar situations, or on a second occasion. If
the research methods used were reliable,
the same results would be produced
each time. 

There are two ways to increase reliabili-
ty. First, research instruments (ques-
tionnaires, surveys, etc.) must be written
clearly and unambiguously so the mean-
ing of a question or item is universal.
Jargon must be avoided and unfamiliar
terminology should be defined. Second,
the number of questions or items in a
questionnaire that measure a variable
can be increased.

Now, let’s put this new research vocabu-
lary to work and apply the vocabulary to
two case studies. The examples are
drawn from work of Amy Milani, Ph.D.
(Case 1) and Melinda Graves, M.S. (Case
2). These abbreviated examples provide a
glimpse of how to apply research vocab-
ulary.

Case 1: Midwesterner Designing in the
Southwest
A design firm from the Midwest is hired by a client
in Arizona to design a complex of residential and
commercial spaces. The client wants the facilities
to use vernacular design components since both
tourists and local residents will live, work, and play
in the spaces. The lead designer wants to avoid
creating spaces that use stereotypical Southwest
design features. The lead designer wants to create
a meaningful architectural interior for the client that
reflects the unique geographical and cultural iden-
tity of the Southwest.

The Designer’s General Questions that
Initiated Research
The lead designer wonders what meanings users
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assign to regional interior features. What and how
might visual design communicate regionalism, and
are metaphors involved? In what manner will
regional designs be meaningful if individuals are
tourists or locals? Is there a difference? How might
the design solution be authentic, employing vernac-
ular (shape and color abstracted from the land-
scape), rather than plastic (a border of repeated
coyotes and cacti design elements)?

The lead designer begins a search for information
on regionalism, using metaphor in design con-
cepts, environmental cueing, and Southwest
design. He finds a study that fits the these initial
issues, and examines what the researcher ques-
tioned and found.

The Study Used to Answer the
Designer’s Questions
In the research study, the researcher looked at ver-
nacular design in the Southwest and found
Rapaport’s (1990) theory on environmental cueing
helpful. Rapaport researched how a person’s abili-
ty to decode meaning from the built environment
depends upon the interplay of the display rules
(how the architectural, interior, and furniture/acces-
sories features are arranged) and comprehension
rules (how the person interprets these features and
arrangements). Based on Rapaport’s theory and
other published research, the following research
questions were posed:

1. What display rules (how the architectural, interi-
or, and furniture/accessories features are arranged)
aid people in differentiating among Most,
Moderate, and Least Southwestern interiors?
2. How do people evaluate and describe the differ-
ences among Most, Moderate, and Least
Southwestern interiors?
3. How does the knowledge and residency of sub-
jects influence their ability to comprehend
Southwestern interior attributes?
4. How do physical, visual, or material metaphors;
conceptual metaphors; and combined metaphors
differ as they are found in Southwestern interiors?
Are some more frequently identified than others?

Hypotheses
• People’s display rules will aid in identifying envi-
ronmental differences and categorizing
Southwestern interiors. 
• Albuquerque residents will identify more, and dif-
ferent, attributes than Chicago residents.

Assumptions
• Visual metaphors are communication vehicles,
and their meaning may vary among people. 
• Visual metaphors provide an expression of a feel-
ing and communicate meaning related to the image
of a region. 
• Visual metaphors are formed by physical interior
design features. 

Delimitation
• A photo sample of interiors, not the interiors them-
selves, were used to provide a consistent experi-
ence for the subjects.

Limitations
• The subjects’ interpretations are based on other
cultural variables.
• Only women were included in the sample.

Independent Variable
• Most, Moderate, and Least Southwest interiors,
determined by the viewer’s interpretation.

Dependent Variables
• Features (the display rules) that aid subjects in
comprehending and giving meaning to the interiors.

Control Variables
• The photo sample of interiors.
• The order and manner of asking questions.  
• Subjects were divided into groups having High
and Low Southwest knowledge and those from the
region and from outside the region.

Populations
• Interiors found in the Southwest. 
• People living in the Southwest and people who
might visit the Southwest, but live in the Chicago.

Sample
• Interiors from the Southwest, photographed and
grouped. The photographs of Southwest interiors
were a convenience sample because they were
purposefully selected based on availability and
proximity to the researchers.
• Two groups of women, one from the Southwest
and one from Chicago, were matched as subjects
based on education, community participation, age,
and other qualities. These subjects (women) com-
prise a matched sample. However, these women
were also recruited for the research via a random
selection, through the phone book. Thus, this sam-
ple is matched, as well as a random sample.
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Data Collection and Analysis
• Raw data were collected via a questionnaire.
Responses were either coded to numbers from
categorical data (“yes” answer equals a 1 and a
“no” answer equals a 2) or were numerical scores
given to specific questions (How many times have
you visited the Southwest?). 
• Means, frequencies, and modes were calculated.
For example, the mean (or average) number of
times subjects from Chicago visited the Southwest
was 1.2.
• An example of inferential statistics used in the
study are t-tests. This statistical method was used
to determine if there were statistically significant
differences between the mean (average) interpreta-
tion scores of tourists and the mean scores of local
residents on the evaluation of Southwest interior
features. The t-tests found that there was not a dif-
ference. From the inferential statistics (t-tests) the
researchers can generalize to the larger popula-
tions (people living in the Southwest and people
who might visit the Southwest but live in the
Chicago) that there are not any differences
between how Southwest interior features are inter-
preted.

Reliability Testing
The research instruments (questionnaires and sur-
veys) used to collect data were analyzed for jargon.
They were pre-tested, and questions with different
wording were tested to determine the best wording
for each item. Further, the reliability of the study
could be determined by repeating the research to
see if similar findings result.

Translation to Design Criteria
The lead designer from the Midwest firm can use
the findings from this study in designing the resi-
dential and commercial complexes. The study
answered several of the designer’s questions. For
example, the findings suggest that the Southwest
interiors will be interpreted the same whether they
are perceived by locals or visitors.

Case 2: Assisted-Living Facility Design
A designer that specializes in assisted-living facili-
ties read literature that theorizes that a clustered,
pod-like floor plan is best for creating social inter-
action among residents. Yet, many of the facilities
that he designs are renovations set up in a linear
plan. In addition, the designer wants to apply a
“neighborhood” concept to enhance the residents’
interactions rather than rely on a “room” concept.

The Designer’s General Questions that
Initiated Research
How might the design of an assisted-living facility
support neighborly social interactions among resi-
dents given published, existing design guidelines
and performance standards? If the design guide-
lines are implemented in different ways, will differ-
ent patterns of neighborly interactions occur? Four
accepted design criteria exist: residential character
and imagery, linking and connecting spaces, clus-
tering of spaces, and options for socialization and
observation; might the designer use similar criteria
for evaluating the spaces? 

The designer searched for additional information
and found some helpful articles. Based on research
methods used by the designer’s firm, the firm
decides to complete their own study of two local
facilities in addition to a survey of available litera-
ture. The firm hires two graduate students from the
local university to collect information using several
research strategies.

Research Questions
Given the guidelines (framework) for designing
assisted-living facilities, the following research
questions emerged.
1. How do design criteria for assisted-living facili-
ties relate to the observed, natural occurrence of
neighborly, social interactions among residents? 
2. If design criteria are implemented differently in
two cases, what relationships are observed when
type, frequency, timing, and setting of neighborly
interactions are considered? 
3. What interior design components (lighting, color,
materials, space) have been used in each facility to
meet the four major design criteria?
4. What spaces in the facility do staff members per-
ceive as having the highest level of neighborly,
social interactions?

Hypothesis
• Resident social interactions are influenced by a
combination of factors and relationships, not just
floor plan type (cluster or linear).

Assumptions
• In any neighborhood, there will be people with dif-
ferent socialization patterns. 
• In an assisted-living facility the concept of a
“neighborhood” is important for both interior and
exterior spaces. 
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Delimitation
• The study is only looking at the physical space.

Limitation
• The research is only applicable to assisted-living
facilities of similar size.

Independent Variable
• A cluster, pod-like floor plan and a linear floor
plan. 

Dependent Variable
• Social interactions of residents will be indicators
of “neighborliness.” 

Control Variables
• The programmatic mission and services offered in
the two facilities were the same. 
• The square footage and number of residents in
the two facilities were similar. 

Population
• All assisted-living facilities in the US of similar size
to the sample.

Sample
• Two assisted-living facilities were selected from a
larger pool of assisted-living facilities and matched
based on characteristics, except spatial layout (the
independent variable).
• As with the female subjects in Case 1, these sub-
jects were also matched. Similarly, the two facilities
were selected from the larger pool based on con-
venience, such as the facilities’ willingness to work
with the researchers and the facilities’ proximity to
the researchers. Therefore, these subjects com-
prise a convenience sample and a matched sam-
ple.

Data Collection and Analysis
• Raw data were collected through questionnaires,
interviews, and participant observations. For exam-
ple, counts of the number of times that residents
visited with each other in a given area of the floor
plan were documented. 
• The mean number of social interactions per day
observed in the common areas of the linear floor
plan facility was 10.6, while the mean number for
the pod-like floor plan facility was 15.1. 
• Inferential statistical methods included chi-square
tests. These tests were performed to determine dif-
ferences in the number of neighborly, social inter-
actions among residents between the types of

spaces in the sample facilities. The inferential sta-
tistics concluded that there was a statistical signif-
icance between the two types of assisted-living
floor plans (linear and pod-like). The researchers
could then generalize these findings to the entire
population (similar assisted-living facilities in the
US), stating that pod-like floor plans facilitated
neighborly, social interactions among residents
more than linear floor plans.

Conclusion
Now that you’ve read through Part II of
Research 101, put your new research
vocabulary to use. Go to InformeDesign,
find a Research Summary to your liking
and see if you can determine the
Research Question and Hypothesis. The
Research Question is usually found in
the Design Issue, which summarizes the
“what” and “why” of the research. Can
you figure out what Research Problem
the researchers were concerned with?
Then take a look at the Research
Method. Can you determine the popula-
tion that the researchers were studying?
How was the sample selected – was the
sample matched, random, or based on
convenience? Keep looking at the
Research Method to discern if the
researchers tested the significance of
their findings. What sort of statistical
methods (descriptive, inferential, or
other) did they use? If significance was
tested can you pick out the findings from
the Key Concepts or Design Criteria? 

If you’re still feeling a little confused
don’t worry. Part III of Research 101 will
introduce you to different types of
Research Methods. There are a variety of
tools and methods that researchers
employ to collect a wide variety of data.
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As stated in Part I, research has different
interpretations and connotations for dif-
ferent people.  To sort these out, consid-
er the goals of research as building
truths, which may be tested, but must
stand up over time. The work of
researchers occurs through research
methods, the means by which a person
gives order to answering questions and
testing responses. Research methods lie
along a continuum from formal to infor-
mal. 

There are many formal systematic meth-
ods. These methods are common among
researchers and can be explained or
replicated by another researcher. It is
similar to having a method that you use
in your design process that you could
share with another designer, who could
apply your method in the same way on a
different project. At the other end of the
research method continuum is informal
inquiry that brings understanding of a
problem often brought together from
precedence. You are not exactly aware of
what you did to come up with the reality,
you “just know.” The understanding
wouldn’t necessarily be based upon the-
ory or conceptual frameworks of others,
nor could you easily explain your process
for someone else to be able to repeat it. 

Another comparison that helps articulate
research methods is seeing methods
along a continuum of scientific to artis-
tic/humanistic based strategies.
Scientific methods, long thought to be
the only valid research approach, have
an assumption of “proof” that explains a
phenomenon. Often these methods are
mathematical and statistical in nature.
Social science methods grow from this

root, while focusing on social issues. At
the other end of the continuum are
humanistic-based methods (again hav-
ing a long history that you might find in
history, cultural studies, and philoso-
phy). There still is a systematic approach
that could be explained and used by
another researcher, but the underlying
questions and understandings grow from
the experiential, using analysis and
philosophical argument to reach theoret-
ical and conceptual explanations. 

Some might ask, “Isn’t the difference
along this continuum a matter of using
quantitative methods and analysis or
using qualitative methods and analysis?”
Keep in mind that design researchers
might use both, and in fact might use
multiple methods for one project. The
key issue is the research question. Are
you asking a numbers/quantity question
(how many, how much, who does most-
least, etc.)? Or, are you asking about the
quality or even variations of the experi-
ence. 

In a quantitative approach, you test a
relationship by determining how
many/how much of one variable is relat-
ed to another, often ending in the ability
to “support” or “disprove” the relation-
ship. In qualitative research, your ques-
tions might relate to people’s meanings,
attitudes, values, beliefs, or an explo-
ration of a situation where the
researcher would then build a better
understanding and complete quantita-
tive inquiries later. Qualitative research
is often used to explore an issue and gain
a better understanding of it, rather than
to test or “support” a relationship.
When you read research reports, the

Part III: Research Methods
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more important questions to ask are:
• Can I depend upon this research, whether

quantitative or qualitative methods have
been used? Does the research speak “true”
to me?

• Is there a good fit of the nature of the topic,
the questions asked, and the methods used
to seek answers that may be interpreted in
some way to help me solve a design prob-
lem? 

• Will the research help me predict from these
findings to something else? How reliable
are the methods?  

These questions have to do with the
strategies or processes for finding out
answers to your inquiry (the research
questions) and evaluation of those
strategies or processes. Additionally,
how does interior design research fit into
this? What methods are most useful for
interior design practice? 

Interior design is by nature interdiscipli-
nary, that is, designers use several disci-
plinary perspectives when solving a
design problem. Sociology, psychology,
design, history, business, building sci-
ence, anthropology, material culture
studies, ergonomics, architecture, etc.
are needed to determine your perspective
at the time you are setting up your
research. 
• Is it holistic? Is it about social/psychological

factors and environments? 
• Is it about ergonomics and technical/physi-

cal needs?  
• Is it about market trends? Is it about histor-

ical precedence and meaning? 
• Is it about the politics of groups in a place? 

Your perspective gives clues to the types
of questions that you ask and the accept-
ed methods to get explanations.  

In this InformeDesign tutorial, we are
dedicated to human-environment per-
spectives of design for practice. The cen-
tral issue is about humans interacting
with their interior environments, and
what we know about different issues of
environment/behavior relationships.
Some issues may be spatial, technical,
physical and sensory (visual, auditory,
tactile), social, cultural, or psychological.
Some issues may be focused on skill, on
humans and human groups, on arti-
facts, or on environment, yet we assume
that humans and settings are always
involved. This is the basis of an environ-
ment and human behavior (E & B) per-
spective.

In taking this view, we know that design
firms have similar interests, and they
might use a combination of methods to
discover new information for design proj-
ects—both quantitative and qualitative
methods. They have added research
services to better predict long-term solu-
tions and to improve the process by
which work is completed. Equally,
designers need to be able to read about a
research study conducted by the indus-
try or by a university and know that the
method is solid and the results from it
are objective, valid, unbiased. 

An overview of the common methods
used in design research and practice—
using an E & B perspective and the pre-
vious vocabulary, will help you evaluate
research findings and use them to bene-
fit your design project.

In Part III of this tutorial, we present sev-
eral research methods. Since this is an
introduction and a primer on research,
we caution against the expectation that
you will have a full, detailed coverage of
the many research methods used today.
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Simply think about the research method
as being a strategy that you will use to
collect data related to design issues that
you face. More importantly, think about
these research methods as you read
InformeDesign’s Research Summaries
and consider the validity of a particular
study and its results. Once you have a
better idea of what drives these methods,
you can begin to question or confirm the
results of research studies, making you
an informed consumer of research.

Many books have been written that offer
detailed strategies about the scope of
many research methods, and you may
want to search them out later. One of the
best references on research methods that
relate to design practitioners is A
Practical Guide to Behavioral Research by
B. Sommer and R. Sommer (2001). It has
excellent examples that are tied to
design. All the methods cited are useful
in design practice and are often used in
human behavior research. The five meth-
ods being reviewed are:
A. Observation
D.Survey
C.Experiment or Quasi-Experiment
D.Case Study
E.Visual and Content Analysis

The various strategies offered by these
methods present opportunities for differ-
ent types questions and ways of gather-
ing of information. They also present dif-
ferences that relate to analyzing the
information gathered. Design
researchers might use statistical analy-
sis, descriptive analysis, linguistic-con-
tent analysis, or other techniques to
build conceptual understandings that
may be used for your design situation
and practice.

Don’t stop now—it’s easier than it

sounds, and more importantly, it makes
sense! You already use several of these
methods in your daily practice, but we’re
going to take a closer look at each one
and view an example of how each
method is used in design research and
practice.

Research Method A: Observation
Observation occurs when an observer
(usually the researcher or trained
observers) systematically plans and
implements viewing of people and their
behaviors or viewing how an environ-
ment is used. 
Observation is: 
• Looking and watching in a systematic

way.
• Non-verbal. Little, if any, verbal inter-

action occurs between the observer
and the observed.

• Inexpensive in material cost (there are
not hundreds of questionnaires to
print and mail), but expensive in time
cost (the observer spends many hours
observing).

• Used to determine what people do
(their activities, behaviors) in public
places or how an environment is actu-
ally being used. 

• Often used in conjunction with other
methods, such as a follow-up to a sur-
vey of office employees or prior to a
survey to locate critical areas that
then serve as points of questioning
users of the spaces (Sommer &
Sommer, 2001). 

Observation can answer these kinds of
questions:
• How do environments create opportu-

nities or obstacles for people such as a
place to informally talk, view enter-
tainment together, or prohibit commu-
nication?

• How do people manipulate or change
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their surroundings to meet their
needs?

• What takes place in particular set-
tings?

There are three approaches used when
observing: 
a). Behavioral Observation
b). Behavioral Mapping
c). Trace Observation

a). Behavioral Observation 
There are three types of behavioral
observation:
• Casual Observation occurs without

predetermined categories or a system-
atic scoring system; it is a quick visu-
al inspection of activities or the space.
For example, you might go to visit a
friend in the hospital and have diffi-
culty finding an elevator to take you to
the right floor. After several attempts,
you go back to the information desk to
ask for better directions. This could
build into your future research or
could be used for developing good
questions for a more systematic
approach. Attending and listening to
your first impressions can help to
develop systematic observation cate-
gories in future work.

• Systematic Observation answers a
specific research question by system-
atically planning the observation and
recording of data. It can be repeated
by other researchers. A scoring system
must be developed, usually by casual
observation. Several observers can be
used but they must be trained to
understand the behaviors in the same
way. This increases the reliability
(agreement) of the observers.

• Participant Observation occurs when
the observer becomes part of the envi-

ronment and people being studied.
There are risks to this type of observa-
tion such as the observer can become
biased by accidental involvement in
people’s activities. This can change
people’s  behaviors, so it is done infre-
quently.

(For example in Part II; Case 2 of this
tutorial, participant observations were
completed and compared to literature to
arrive at the most critical areas of the
facilities that needed to be studied fur-
ther and to build the interview question-
naire for the staff.)

b). Behavioral Mapping
The second type of observation is
Behavioral Mapping. To use behavioral
mapping, think about taking a set of
plans with you to a site, sitting down,
and noting on the plans people, their
activities, and the location or where
these activities occur. The plan becomes
your map, an actual chart of an area on
which people’s locations and activities
are indicated. Notations are made during
observations or later from notes made
while observing. This map shows how
people actually use the space, which
could be different from the original
intent,  what is actually seen and is evi-
dent; occurring over several days and
many times of the day.

Behavioral maps can be place-centered
or person-centered.
• place-centered maps refer to how

people use a specific space. This type
of mapping can be unobtrusive and is
good for public spaces. Observers
watch the actions in a particular
behavior setting and record them on
diagrams or plans.

• person-centered maps are drawn to
study people’s tasks, activities, and
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movement throughout the space. The
goal is to learn about a group of indi-
viduals whose activities are charted
throughout the day. It is done on only
a few individuals at a time. It can be
obtrusive.

An example comes from Case 2 of Part II
of the tutorial, where students were
hired to go to the assisted-living facility
at different times during the day and
record “neighborly” activity in different
places, counting numbers of people, and
interior/architectural features.

c). Trace Observation
The third type of observation involves
observing physical traces. This means
you systematically look at interior envi-
ronments for evidence of earlier activity
or other indicators that people were there
and interacted with one another or with
the environment. This method is used to
see how people actually use a space. This
type of research is critical to the design-
er because it gives you an opportunity to
know what often goes unsaid by clients
and users. There are two types of traces
that are measured, erosion and accre-
tion.
• Erosion traces are shown by deterio-

ration or wear that provides a look at
the usage pattern. The physical envi-
ronment has been worn down such as
an indentation on a step where every-
one has put their foot over time, or the
upholstery on only one chair in a seat-
ing arrangement is badly worn and
you realize that that chair is the only
one with a view to the outdoors. Both
situations beg the question, what does
this mean?

• Accretion traces are a build-up of a
residue or an interaction. These traces
are added to the environment and
show how the user has changed an

environment (Sommer & Sommer,
2001). For example, people may move
chairs closer together in a study area
so they can interact as a group, or may
leave trash on the floor if there are no
waste cans.

Use of trace measures has several
advantages:
• There is no observer when the people

use the space so it’s unobstrusive.
• The observer can look at the space

anytime and over many days.
• The observer can return to the space

to see the trace again or to show oth-
ers.

• The trace can be documented through
photographs or video.

• It is an inexpensive and easy method
to yield interesting information.

• It is a good way to explore a research
problem (Sommer & Sommer, 2001).

Use of trace measures also has several
disadvantages:
• The researcher can read too much into

a trace. One visit may see a one-time-
only occurrence; therefore, the visit
must be repeated to confirm the use
initiating the trace. 

• It yields a tremendous amount of data,
which can delay you in your quest for
answers

An example of this type of research is
often seen when an architect/designer is
working with wayfinding issues in a facil-
ity. When you see handmade, taped-up
signs directing people to a spot, you
know there is a problem with signage.
Equally you know how the workers in the
space view circulation and the best way
to find something/someplace from their
viewpoint. Another example might be
when you hear from the CEO about the
firm’s organizational structure being
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“open,” but you see personnel barricaded
in their work spaces. The barricades pro-
vide a physical trace suggesting you need
to continue to gather information. You
might ask about the concept of territori-
ality and whether it might be an explana-
tion rather than the organizational hier-
archy and leadership.

Research Method B: Survey
Survey research is a systematic method
for studying behavior that cannot be
observed or experimented on directly.
Data are gathered about people’s beliefs,
attitudes, values, and behaviors. Surveys
usually require larger numbers to give
accurate meaning to the results. There
are two instruments frequently used to
collect these data, the interview and the
questionnaire (Sommer & Sommer,
2001).  

An interview is like having a
conversation or discussion
based on questions you want
answered. It is used to assess
emotions, attitudes, beliefs,
opinions, and characteristics of
the person(s) being interviewed.
It reveals both direct and indi-
rect data. Direct data are
responses that subjects provide
to direct questions, they are
spoken responses. Indirect
data are the less obvious or hid-
den information conveyed by
gestures, body language, or a
lack of eye contact. In an inter-
view, interviewers can follow-up

on half-answered questions; they can
probe for deeper responses. An interview
can be used to develop objective ques-
tions or closed-ended questions for a
questionnaire. 

There are two types of interview formats

followed. A structured (focused) inter-
view means that the questions are devel-
oped ahead of time with some opportuni-
ty to ask pre-planned, open-ended,
probing questions. This way, there are
few variations, and the questions are
asked in a specific order. As with
observers, the interviewers are trained
on how to ask the questions, and how to
probe the subject for depth (Sommer &
Sommer, 2001). 

An unstructured interview can be used
to explore alternative opinions, attitudes,
or beliefs. It can help to identify new
types of information and define areas of
importance that might not have been
thought of ahead of time. It allows the
subject to contribute more.

A questionnaire is a series of written
questions on a topic about which the
subjects’ opinions are sought (Sommer &
Sommer, 2001). It can be self-adminis-
tered, that is, when people answer a
questionnaire they have received in the
mail or at some event. Or, it can be an
interviewer-administered question-
naire, which occurs when people are
asked questions by an interviewer and
people answer the questions openly. The
most difficult aspect about a question-
naire is its construction and the inter-
pretation of the results.

To develop a questionnaire, you must
know the content of the questions and
what format the questions should take.
The content contains questions that
address what you really want to know.
Questions can be formatted in two differ-
ent ways, or a combination of both ways,
open-ended questions and closed-ended
questions.
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Open-ended questions are used when
all possible answers to a question are not
known. They can help to identify possible
answers for a closed-ended question-
naire. This way, the researchers avoid
suggesting answers and instead get the
answers in the subject’s own words.
However, the range of possible answers
can be broad and the data collected are
unwieldy. Responses can be categorized
for ease of analysis (Sommer & Sommer,
2001).

Close-ended questions are used when
the possible responses are known, and
when the sample is large. Often these
responses can be computer scored and
responses from several groups of individ-
uals can be compared.

In Part II, Case 1 of this tutorial, written
questionnaires were mailed to partici-
pants in the study to determine their
knowledge levels of Southwestern
design. In Case 2, interviews were con-
ducted with staff of the assisted-living
facilities to provide answers to questions
about residents’ patterns of social inter-
action in certain places in the facility.

Research Method C: Experiment
Experiments are used to test hypotheses.
The purpose is to determine the effect of
the independent variable upon the
dependent variable. All other influential
variables must be either eliminated or
their effect controlled.

One well-known type of experiment is the
pre-test/treatment/post-test. In this
experiment, the base knowledge of the
subject is tested or documented in a pre-
test prior to the experiment or treatment.
Next, the treatment is performed and the
knowledge is documented/tested again
using the same instrument (test). This is

used to test the effect the treatment
(independent variable) has on the knowl-
edge learned (dependent variable). If all
other variables are controlled, the differ-
ence between the pre-test responses and
post-test responses is due to the treat-
ment.

An example that you might find interest-
ing relates to your days in higher educa-
tion. You walked into your color class the
first day and immediately were handed a
“test” about color definitions, color theo-
ry, and color application. You were told
to simply take the test, it would not be
part of your course grade. Then, you and
your classmates were divided into two
groups for the duration of the course. 

Each group had the same teacher, but
one group (Control Group) was presented
lecture material only with many visual
images of color, theory, and application
(Treatment 1). The other group
(Treatment Group) was presented the
same lecture material and visual images
(Treatment 1) and had many small
assignments (Treatment 2) that related
to the course content. At the end of the
course, all subjects (students) in both
groups took the same test that all of you
took on the first day of class. Your score
on the second test was then compared to
your score on the first test. Assuming the
second score was higher, your learning
could be attributed to the treatment, i.e,
presentation of course content. 

It would be hypothesized that the scores
will be higher for both groups after
Treatment 1 and that the scores of the
Treatment Group, who also received
Treatment 2, would be higher than those
of the Control Group. The point was to
determine the influence of the assign-
ments.
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Research Method D: Case Study
The case study is an in-depth investiga-
tion of a single instance involving an
individual, group, or entire community.
Case study method emphasizes the indi-
viduality and uniqueness of the partici-
pants and the setting. Comparative case
studies can also be conducted, where the
researcher looks for variables or charac-
teristics in common between the two
cases versus those that are different
(Sommer & Sommer, 2001).

As you are aware, Part II, Case 2 was a
comparative case study. In Case 2
(assisted living), the researcher collected
information on the sites’ residential and
institutional characteristics, use of key
public areas, the residents’ neighborly
activities, timing of activities related to
area, and the staff’s answers to ques-

tions. The researcher then
developed a template and cod-
ing method to analyze and
relate the data collected to draw
conclusions related to theories
and design directives.  

A case study method might also
be useful if a firm wants to do a
Post-Occupancy Evaluation
(POE). Interviews, surveys, and
observations are strategies that
might be used within a case
study. Further, given the objec-
tives and research that went
into the project, the same could

be used to assess the effectiveness of the
design. There are many design
researchers who advocate this type of
practice to better inform the design
process and future projects, by bringing
the knowledge gained during previous
work quickly back to the firm. 

Research Method E: Visual and
Content Analysis
Visual and content analysis systemati-
cally describes the form and content of
written, visual, or spoken material
(Sommer & Sommer, 2001). The intent of
these methods and analyses are to find
patterns that may be based in written or
visual language.  The content that
appears in documents, television,
records, and periodicals can be quanti-
fied for analysis of trends, issues of con-
cern, or other purposes. It also has been
used with architectural documents from
sets of historical type buildings.
Researchers identify the categories that
they are searching for, i.e., what words,
phrases, or visual images appear in
print, repeatedly. An example would be
for designers to review the Board of
Education’s meeting minutes to deter-
mine how often safety and security are
mentioned. This could give you insight
into a real concern that may be men-
tioned by the client but not expressed to
the degree appropriate to the rest of the
clients and users.

Content or visual analysis are often
found in material culture studies of our
field or in studies where researchers are
seeking to document trends or examine
environmental conditions of a group. For
example, photographic studies in the
early 20th-century documented children
laborers in manufacturing and industri-
al settings. The content analysis provid-
ed categories of work conditions that
were interpreted for the public. The
specificity of conditions became the basis
for policy changes and laws for the pro-
tection of children. 
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Conclusion
You have just completed an introduction
and overview of research vocabulary and
methods that are used in design
research and design practice. Consider
how research can contribute to each
phase of your design process. In
InformeDesign’s Research Summaries,
you can use the Key Concepts to add to
your knowledge on a subject and
strengthen the programming phase of
your projects. You can use evidence-
based design criteria to improve the
quality of your design solutions. Now,
you can read InformeDesign’s Research
Summaries and easily understand the
Research Methods section of each
Research Summary. Note the sample
size, the demographics of the subjects—
are the subjects representative of the
whole population? Identify the methods
used to collect the data; did the method
used answer the research question?
Look at the limitations that the author
identified; can you identify some addi-
tional ones? See the commentary by
InformeDesign staff for further discus-
sion of the attributes of the research. 

You’ll enjoy reading about research and
using research as a truly informed con-
sumer of research. As you continue your
quest about research and continue your
design practice, keep the vocabulary and
the methods in mind. Through your 

practice, you too can contribute new
knowledge to our profession and help
build the body of knowledge. 
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INTERIOR DESIGNERS INSTITUTE 
Master of Interior Architecture Program 
December 29, 2017 
 
R. Fox’s 22.5 FRAGMENTS about Interior Architecture :  

How I stopped obsessing about bricks and started focusing on people. 
 
A Caveat:  
My graduate degree is in philosophy. I concentrated on philosophical aesthetics and the philosophy of 
interpretation.  So, I, 1) read a lot of books, periodicals, journals, and news articles; 2) ask lots of 
annoying questions—frequently, and, 3) will thus nudge you (or prod, as the case may be) to reflect 
critically about interior architecture (and design generally) in ways that may seem unfamiliar, 
uncomfortable or annoyingly intellectual.    
 
1. Candid OR Kind? 
 This is a false choice.  While we ought to strive to be candid without being cruel, and strive to be 

kind without being disingenuous, we ought to avoid the trap of believing that candid and kind  
are mutually exclusive – they are not.  Accept criticism and practice solidarity. 

Charlotte Kasl, If the Buddha Got Married 
 Kerry Patterson, Crucial Conversations: Tools for Talking when Stakes are High 
 Sherrie Vavrichek, The Guide to Compassionate Assertiveness 
 
  

2.  Of Rocket Engines & Boat Anchors. 
We are all creatures with habits.  Some propel us forward; some hold us back.  
Separate the rocket engines from the boat anchors. Genuine growth requires the courage to 
embrace our strengths, face our fears, and “do it differently next time”.  Prepare your own 
Manifesto for Growth.  

Brendan Burchard, High Performance Habits 
  Steven Covey, Seven Habits of Highly Effective People 
  Steven Covey, The 8th Habit 
  Kathryn D. Cramer, Change the Way You See Everything 
  Charles Duhigg, The Power of Habit 
     Heidi Grant Halvorson, 9 Things Successful People Do Differently 
 
   
3.  Time Travel & the Limbic System. 

Guilt can’t change the past, so accept what has already happened.  Anxiety won’t make the 
future more certain or less risky. In times of uncertainty our mental-emotional control defaults to 
the limbic system where fear and anxiety rule. Calming our amygdala requires deliberate daily 
practice. Focus on what you can control; accept what you cannot. 

  David Richo, When the Past is Present 
  David Richo, Shadow Dance 
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4. “I love the color purple!”  
 Who Cares? Yes, design is fun and personally rewarding, and it’s hard to believe we actually get  
 paid to do this job, but ultimately it’s not about you.  So, get out of your own head.  Constantly  
 spelunking the depths of our personal ‘likes’ and elective affinities on social media confines us  
 ever more rigidly within a cocoon of artificial self-definition.   

Seth Godin, Tribes 
Seth Godin, All Marketers are Story Tellers 

  Jim Signorelli, Story Branding 
  Deyan Sudjic, The Language of Objects 
 
 
5.  Value ALL Stakeholders. 

Collaboration is the wave of the future. Get on board or get left behind.  Every stakeholder is a 
potential source of value, which is to say, that each has a way to illuminate a path forward 
towards a better future. Celebrate life-affirming insights and practices of a human-centered 
worldview. Have you seen those tee-shirts that say “ The Future is Female”? Marginalized and 
minority voices also know what it takes to get the job done properly—so listen.  

  John Gerzema, The Athena Doctrine 
  Twyla Tharp, The Collaborative Habit: life Lessons for Working Together 
 
 
6.  Find Common Ground.  

Know your audience. Learn the dynamics of group behavior. Search out common motivations. 
Build consensus where possible. Don’t force some to agree with you; your impatience will cause 
others to cling more doggedly to their own positions. Before anyone is going to embrace your 
view, they have to abandon or suspend their own (perhaps only temporarily).    

  Steven R. Covey, Third Way 
  Chirs McGoff, Primes: How any Group can Solve any Problem 
 
 
7.  Align, Align, Align.  

We become what we think about. Strive to align your beliefs and actions. What are you going to 
do when some, most or all your beliefs turn out to be false? Cognitive dissonance is corrosive. 
Identify and resolve contradictory beliefs you hold. In the process, be solution–oriented and 
accept your own fallibility.  Walk the talk. No matter what else it may be, failure is always an 
opportunity for growth.  Often the world is an inscrutable place where there is no necessary 
connection between what humans want and what is the case.  Redefine rejection so it’s not about 
you, it’s about your proposal.   

  Charlotte Kasl, If the Buddha got Stuck 
 
8.  Evidence matters.   

There is a world outside your head; inhabit it wisely. Ignorance is not an answer. Smart  
researchers know that they too are all susceptible to confirmation bias. While we ought not  
embrace nor reject what we do not adequately comprehend, charitably representing the views of  
others does not require us to suffer fools.  

  DAK Kopec, Environmental Psychology for Design 
  DAK Kopec, Evidence Based Design, 2nd Ed.  
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9.  Correlation is NOT Causality. (and vice versa) 

Statistical tools both describe and predict the phenomena they are about. Discover 
their power. When researching people and places, understand your variables: independent, 
dependent, contingent.  May your samples be random and your population be sufficient. 
Statistically speaking, consistency builds confidence. Far too many of our decisions are based on 
bogus inference from insufficient data, or simple extrapolations from personal experience.  
Legitimate scientific hypotheses have the potential to be disproven. That is, they may be falsified. 
Learn to separate valid inference from invalid—it will change your life.  

  Earl Fontainelle, Logic: the Ancient Art of Reason 
  Karl Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery 
  Ronald & Thomas Wonnacott, Statistics 
 
10.  Design is a process of decision-making. 

Every project involves hundreds of major decisions and thousands of micro decisions.   
Pay attention to how you decide. It matters to your own success, to the success of your clients,  
and to the well-being of people who inhabit your design.  Human flourishing is something we 
can choose and something we can achieve.    

  Nancy Duarte, Illuminate 
  Chip & Dan Heath, Decisive: How to Make Better Choices in Life and Work 
  Mikael Krogerus, The Decision Book: 50 Models for Strategic Thinking 
  Peter G. Rowe, Design Thinking 
  Jennifer Shirkani, Ego vs. EQ 
  Barbara Trautlein, Change Intelligence 
 
11.  Say “NO” to Sloppy.  

Most of the justification our profession offers for its design decisions is lazy. More often than not,  
it is rooted in either the proclaimer’s personal preferences or simple expediency.  The subject- 
object (mind-world) distinction can be blurry at times, but it is a genuine distinction. While your  
design intuitions matter, avoid substituting your own ‘truth’ for everyone else’s. The human  
capacity for rationalization is boundless. That said, justification need not be a ‘buzz-kill’—
engaged dialogue can be fun.  Saying “I think/believe x, for these reasons,” actually helps foster 
an impartial space for dialogue more so than, “Speaking as an x, your position disturbs/offends  
me.” 

  Stanley Fish, Winning Arguments 
  Jay Heinrichs, Thank You for Arguing   
  Madsen Pirie, How to Win Every Argument 
 
12.  Get attributions right. 

Our media-frenzied world thrives falsely on re-tweets, ###s, “likes”, yelps, and lots and lots of  
other second-hand testimonials from potentially dubious sources.  Stop eating the menu, and 
start experiencing the cuisine for yourself.  Know who your sources are, and be very clear about 
why you trust them. Respect other people’s intellectual property; they’ll respect yours. 

Umberto Eco, How to Write a Thesis 
  Joseph Gibaldi, MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 8th Ed  
  Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers: Chicago Style for Students and Researchers 
  Carter Wiseman, Writing Architecture 
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13.  Slogans are cheap.  Fashion a few pennies more. 
“Less is more.”    [Ludwig Mies van der Rohe; 1886-1969] 
“Less is a bore.”  [Robert Venturi; 1925-   ] 
“I am a whore.”  [Philip Johnson; 1906-2005] 
“Yes is more.”  [Bjarke Ingels; 1974-   ] 
Today’s rosy rallying cry becomes tomorrow’s sour cliché’. When dogma becomes detached 
from social-material reality, and everyone forgets why the design slogan was important in the first 
place, it becomes rigid and formulaic—and ultimately useless.  Avoid them. They are a trap, and 
a poor substitute for genuine understanding.  The same is true of design ‘trends’.  You cannot 
solve a problem you do not genuinely understand. Learn from the past; don’t be a sucker for 
platitudes.  

  Charles Jencks, Theories and Manifestos of Contemporary Architecture 
  Jonathan Glancy, What’s so Great about the Eiffel Tower? 
  Elizabeth Wilhide, Design: The Whole Story 
 
 
14. It’s Circular. 
 Our experience, history, rituals, and values are shaped by architecture; which in turn reflects our  
 experience, history, rituals, and values. Human belief and the physical setting are in constant 
 dialogue. Architecture not only serves as a theatrical backdrop for our rituals and events, but it  
 also has the capacity to memorialize and shape those very same rituals thus collapsing back into  
 ritual itself.    
    Christpoher Alexandeer, The Timeless Way of Building 
  Graeme Brooker, Adaptation Strategies for Interior Architecture & Design 

Sarah Williams Goldhagen, Welcome to Your World 
Peter Blundell Jones, Architecture & Ritual: How Buildings Shape Culture 
Robert McCarter, The Space Within: Interior Experience as the Origin of Architecture 
Rowan Moore, Why We Build 
Amos Rappaport, House, Form & Culture 

   
 
15.  Brandscapes.  

In the 21st century, we live in a designed world where everything we encounter—products, 
services, architecture, even other people’s experiences—is branded.  With the rise of the 
experience economy we are now tempted to consume branded sensations.  Economic inequality, 
grievance politics and gentrification have brought about a crisis of authenticity, further straining 
the already tenuous alliance between art and commerce. Creating an authentic interior 
architecture that reflects genuinely held values requires enormous discernment under these 
conditions. Create wisely.   

  Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class 
  Jeffrey Hollender, The Responsibility Revolution 
  Naomi Kline, No Logo 

Anna Klingman, Brandscapes 
  Gaston Legorburo & Darren McColl, Storyscaping   
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16.  A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words. 

Visual acuity, the art of seeing carefully, is an acquired skill.  Practice it.  Pay attention. Notice 
details, nuance. Spend time translating written data into visual data.  Sharpen your analytical 
skills using visually-rich tools. Become a visual thinker who uses diagrams, sketches, doodles, 
gestures, images, objects, models and ‘word-pictures’ to express ideas in the most visual way 
possible.  

  Rudolf Arnheim, Visual Thinking 
  Paul Laseau, Graphic Thinking for Architects & Designers 
  Ellen Lupton, Graphic thinking: Beyond Brainstorming 
  Edward Tufte, Envisioning Information 
  David Sibbet, Visual Leaders 
  Susan M. Weinschenk, 100 Things Every Presenter Needs to Know About People 
 
 
17. Theory isn’t Just for Eggheads. 

Learn to master the language of architecture.  To paraphrase Socrates, “The unexamined theory 
isn’t worth using.”  Complacency and inattention give rise to complicity.  Possessing the skills of 
critical reflection needed to ask the right questions does not happen by accident.  

Andrew Ballantyne, Architecture: A Very Short Introduction 
Colin Davies, Thinking about Architecture  
Paul-Alan Johnson,The Theory of Architecture  
Alexandra Lange, Writing About Architecture  

  David Smith-Capon, The Vitruvian Fallacy,Vol.1 & Le Corbusier’s Legacy, Vol. 2 
Krista Sykes, Essential Writings from Vitruvius to the Present  

 
 
18.  Change is Inevitable.  

For ancient Greek philosophers such as Heraclitus of Ephesus, everything is in constant flux. 
Giving sense to his expression, ‘You cannot step into the same river twice,’ we might view the 
world as an ever-changing flow, but we might also regard ourselves as entities forever changing, 
forever becoming who we are.  More to the point, architecture and interiors themselves are 
agents of change, because the natural, built, and social worlds are altered by the creation of new 
works.     

  Tim Brown, Change by Design 
  Tim Harford, Fifty Inventions That Shaped The Modern Economy 
  NBBJ, Change Design 
  Bruce Mau, Massive Change.   
 
19. Humans are Story-tellers. 
 Architecture is a vehicle for story-telling, myth-making, and sense-making. Many of our cherished  
 certainties and comforting illusions persist only in virtue their constant retelling, whether in word  
 or in stone. It is in this sense that ‘Form follows fiction”. 
  Roland Barthes, Mythologies 

Joseph Campbell, Myths to Live By 
  George Lakoff, Metaphors We Live By 
  Bernard Tschumi, Architecture & Disjunction 
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20 Inhabiting Places. 
 A good place is more than the sum of its physical parts—more than its physical setting. Human  
 action and intention are central to the vitality of a vibrant place.  The meanings we ascribe to a  
 place operate as the third leg of the stool.       
  Frank Ching, Form, Space and Order 
  William Pena, Problem Seeking, 5th Edition 
  Simon Unwinn, Analysing Architecture, 4th Ed. 
  Simon Unwinn, 10 Most Influential Buildings in History 
  Simon Unwinn, 25 Buildings Every Architect Should Understand 
 
 
21. Interpret and Flourish.  
 Human beings flourish by interpreting sensory stimuli, bodily sensation, empirical evidence,  
 testimony from others, and abstract data.  As a species we make sense of the world around us  
 and decide our next course of action by interpreting and explaining the information we have.  
 Responsibility for discerning meaning rests solely with each of us.  We create our own purpose  
 and essence.  
  Michael Krausz, Is There a Single right Interpretation? 
  Michael Krausz, Interpretation and Its Objects 
  Michael Krausz, Interpretation and Transformation 
  Michael Krausz, Oneness and the Displacement of Self 
  David Richo, Five Things We Cannot Change 
  Leslie Stevenson, Twelve Theories of Human Nature 
 
 
22.  Trust makes everything easier. 

Relationships built on trust endure. They outlast those based on expedience, convenience, 
transactional immediacy, or crisis. When you sincerely seek to help others first, then you can stop 
selling what you’ve got to offer (your design), and start buying the customer’s perspective.  
Understand your customer’s reasons for buying, and focus on the buying process—not the selling 
process. 

  Jeffrey Gitomer, The Sales Bible 
  Steven M.R. Covey, The Speed of Trust 
  David Richo, Daring to Trust 
 
 
22.5  There is NO Shallow End. 
 This is true of Olympic swimming pools, philosophy, architecture, sales, and leadership. Being a  
 responsible academic and an informed professional requires your time, commitment, and focus. 

Bring your ‘A-Game’ every chance you get.   
 Brendan Burchard, The Motivation Manifesto 

  Ray Dalio, Principles 
 Jeffrey Gitomer, Gitomer’s Little Book of Leadership 

  Seth Godin, Linchpin   
  Bob Johansen, The New Leadership Literacies 
  Ginny Whitelaw, The Zen Leader  
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Top Ten Excuses People Use to Avoid Critical Evaluation of Art, Architecture & Design 
 
 
10. “Only an ‘egg-head’ worries about critical reflection.” 
  [philistine]   
 
9. Objectivity is an illusion; critical rationality is an ethno- and gender-centric mode of domination 

which disguises itself as objectivity.  
  [post-modern wise-guy (girl) ] 

   
8. Critical evaluation presupposes that a single right answer is possible, even though no such thing is 

possible.  
  [cognitive relativist]   
 
7.  Critical evaluation takes the fun out of art and design. 
  [pop-culture mystic] 
 
6. Art is about pleasure; to fully understand it you must experience it.  
  [romantic hedonist] 
 
5.  Art is ineffable – its essence is spiritual and emotional revelation.  
  [New Age intuitionist]  
 
4. Art is about appearances (which can be deceiving); reason is about truth (which is eternal).  
  [hard-boiled rationalist] 
 
3.  There are more important things in life than aesthetics.  
  [cultural cynic]  
 
2.  Judgments about art are matters of taste; one opinion is as good as any another. 
  [radical subjectivist]   
 
1.  I might find out that my most cherished ideas, beliefs and values are wrong. 
  [coward] 
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December 29, 2017  
Rick Fox 
 
Interior Designers Institute 
MIA Program 
Design 202  (Special Topics 504) 
 
Lecture Notes  Class 2 – Line of logic  

Basic Tools for Argument: Induction & Deduction    
 
1.0  DEDUCTION  

Excerpts Taken from:  
Angeles, Peter A. The Harper Collins Dictionary of Philosophy, 2nd Ed.  New York: Harper 
Perennial, 1992. 

 
1.1  “Deduction”: 

“1. reasoning from a general truth to a particular instance of that truth.   
 Example:  All dogs are mortal.  
   Charlie is a dog. 
   Therefore, Charlie is mortal. 
2. the process of making explicit the logical implications of statements or premises.  3. the 
process of inference from statements (premises) in which a necessarily true condition is 
arrived at by rules of logic.  Contrasted with INDUCTION.”   (Angeles, p. 64) 

  Example:  All U.S. Presidents are excellent dancers. 
    Barack Obama is a U.S. President.  
    Therefore, Barack Obama is an excellent dancer.  
 
1.2  Deductive Method: 
 i)  Deduction is the most rigorous form of argumentation. 
 ii)  A deductive argument is one where IF the premises are true, then the conclusion  

must be true.  A valid deductive argument absolutely guarantees that IF all premises are 
true, then only true conclusions result.  True conclusions necessarily follow from 
true premises—it is impossible for things to be otherwise.  

iii) Validity has to do with the proper organization [structure] of the argument.  In well-
formed deductive arguments the content of the argument is not relevant to whether it 
is valid.  In this sense validity is entirely content-neutral.   

iv)  Soundness has to do with whether: i) the argument is valid, and ii) all the premises are, 
in fact, true.  Being valid is not sufficient to make an argument sound; all the 
premises must actually be true.   

 
1.3  Uses in a Design-based Context: 

For our purposes, the deductive method deserves some amplification: 
 i)  If a given design theory is presumed to be true, the deductive method is useful for  
  determining what else must also be true.   
 ii)  Begin with a theory; develop testable hypotheses; gather data and collect   
  observations that address the hypotheses; test the hypotheses with specific data  
  thereby confirming or dis-confirming them.     
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2.0  INDUCTION  
Excerpts Taken from:  
Angeles, Peter A. The Harper Collins Dictionary of Philosophy, 2nd Ed.  New York: Harper 
Perennial, 1992. 

 
2.1  “Induction”: 

“1. reasoning from a part to a whole, from particular instances of something to a general 
statement about them, from individuals to universals.  2. reaching a conclusion about all (or 
many) members of a class from statements describing only some of them. 

Example:  All observed X’s have had the characteristic Y. 
Therefore, All X’s are Y’s. 

It is often believed that in this procedure the probability of the truth of the generalization is 
increased by each instance that verifies it.  3. a form of nondeductive inference in which the 
conclusion expresses something that goes beyond what is said in the premises; the 
conclusion does not follow with logical necessity from the premises.  Contrast with 
DEDUCTION.”  (Angeles, p. 144) 

  Example:  Some U.S. Presidents are excellent dancers.   
    Barack Obama is a U.S. President.  
    Therefore, Barack Obama is an excellent dancer.  
 
2.2 Inductive Method: 

i)  Induction is a mode of argumentation that reasons from the truth of ‘some’ to the 
truth of ‘all’. 

ii)  Inductive reasoning is often characterized as: 1) reasoning from a limited number of 
specific observations to probable generalizations, and 2) a type of argument where 
the conclusion follows from the premises with probability (and not necessity).    

iii)  Inductive generalization is useful in reasoning about matters of fact, and forms the 
basis of scientific rationality.  However, inductive arguments rely on a subtle  
assumption about how the world is.  Namely, the belief in its uniformity, that past 
regularities are a reliable indication of future reliabilities.   

iv) Analogies, typical examples and rules of thumb are all methods of inductive 
argument.  

v)  An inductively strong argument occurs when it would be improbable that the 
conclusion is false, if all the premises are true.  

vi)  An inductive argument is cogent when it is both inductively strong and all of its 
premises are true.  

 
2.3 Uses in a Design-based Context: 

For our purposes, the inductive method deserves some amplification: 
i) It is useful for analyzing complex examples through comparison and contrast, to see 

what they have in common. 
ii)  It is useful for evaluating data gathered from direct observation, surveys and 

questionnaires and predicting probable future outcomes.   
iii)  It is helpful for isolating cause-effect relationships, and for isolating causal variables. 
iv)  If a particular design approach/solution worked in the past, it is likely to work again 

in the future provided that the same circumstances and context apply.   
v)  Begin with specific observations and data; detect patterns and regularities; formulate 

tentative hypotheses; explore them; develop general conclusions [theories]. 
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3.0  INVALID INFERENCE   
An invalid inference occurs when: 
(1)  the statements (premises) offered in support of the conclusion do not establish undeniable 

logical support for it; 
(2)  the conclusion being offered does not follow necessarily and with certainty from the 

premises; 
(3)  it is possible for the premises to be true, yet the conclusion could be false.  
 
3.1  Problems of Logic include: 

Logical fallacies 
Missing/unstated premise 
Circular reasoning 
Leaps of faith 
 

3.2  Problems of Unclear Expression: include: 
 Ambiguity 
 Vagueness 
 Obscurity 
 Incompleteness 
 Idiosyncratic 
 
3.3 Informal Fallacies include: 
 Confirmation Bias 
 Implicit Bias 
 Equivocation 
 Slippery slope 
 False dichotomy (false choice) 
 Straw Man 
 Relevance 
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December 29, 2017  
Rick Fox 
 
Interior Designers Institute 
MIA Program 
Design 502 
 
Lecture Notes  Class 2 

Research, Aesthetic Terms, Theory    
 
 
 
1.0  RESEARCH, Aesthetic Terms, and THEORY  
 
Some reasons to integrate research into professional practice, include: 
(1) research enhances your credibility;  
  i)  broader understanding of client and project;  

ii)  designer is not merely a consumer of facts, but actively engaged in assessing 
significance, relevance, and veracity; 

iii)  research can be used in all phases of practice, and helps ensure appropriate 
data collection and complete analysis.  

 
(2)  research is useful for managing emerging areas of practices; 
  i)  expanded areas of service; 
  ii)  new profit centers; 
  iii)  finding and understanding your selected market-niche; 
  iv)  Brown’s innovation matrix p. 161;  
  
(3) research boosts practice; 
  i)  new selling tools; 
  ii)  new ways to tell the story; 
  iii)  better prediction of outcomes. 
 
(4)  research builds bridges between academic and professional disciplines. 
  i)  most adults in their life will have more than one career; 
  ii)  knowledge integration across intellectual and academic disciplines/practices  

will dominate the 21st C.; 
  iii)  more professionals are seeking/experiencing a hybridized form of practice;   
  iv)  within Interior Design there is an increasing acceptance of higher-education,  

particularly as licensing requirements and professional membership mandate 
increased levels of education;   

  v)  the gap between research and practice is harder to discern. 
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2.0  CLARIFICATION OF TERMS 
Excerpts Taken from:  
Angeles, Peter A. The Harper Collins Dictionary of Philosophy, 2nd Ed.  New York: Harper 
Perennial, 1992. 

 
Aesthetics: 

For our purposes, the definition of aesthetics given by Robinson (see page 51) deserves 
amplification. 

 
 i)  The term “aesthetics” as we typically use it today emerged around 1750 through the  

work of a German philosopher A.G. Baumgarten.  Throughout most of the 18th & 
19th C. aesthetics encompassed a theory of perception, a theory of beauty and a 
theory of art.   

ii)  Towards the end of the 19th C. the philosophy of art began to emerge as distinct 
from, yet overlapping with the philosophy of aesthetics.    

 iii) Philosophy of aesthetics focuses more generally on the nature of aesthetic responses  
and judgments.  These rely on theories of perception, knowledge, judgment and 
value, that are themselves anchored in more fundamental consideration regarding the 
nature of reality, our relationship to it,  and how we come to know them both. 

 
“1. the study of beauty, and of related concepts such as the sublime, the tragic, the ugly, the 
humorous, the drab, the pretty.  
2. the analysis of the values, tastes, attitudes and standards involved in our experience of and 
judgments about things made by humans or found in nature that we consider beautiful.”  

 (Angeles, p. 4) 
 
 
Four Different Kinds of Aesthetic Values 
 
Absolutism:  
 “1. the view that truth (value, reality) is objectively real, final, and eternal.  

2. the belief that there is only one unchanging and correct objective explanation of reality.” 
(Angeles, p.1) 

 
Relativism: 

“the theory that values: 1. differ from society to society, from person to person, 2. are 
conditioned by the peculiarities of the society in which they arise, 3. are not universally 
applicable at all times or in all places, 4. are correct or incorrect, desirable or undesirable only 
relative to whether or not they conform to a common norm or to common acceptance.”  
(Angeles, 261) 

 
Subjectivism: 

“the theory, especially in aesthetics and ethics, that (a) values are entirely dependent on and 
relative to the modes of responses of the individual, and have no independent objective or 
external reality or source; and (c) objects or activities are valuable or good insofar as they 
produce desired or desirable pleasurable states of consciousness, feelings, subjective 
experiences.” (Angeles, p. 296) 
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Objectivism: 
“the view in aesthetics and ethics that (a) values exist in the external world independently of 
and external to our comprehension of them; (b) they can be found and known; (c) they must 
be used as principles for human judgments and conduct; (d) objects or activities are valuable 
or right because of some objectively existing quality in them that, when perceived or 
experienced, makes them desirable.”  (Angeles, p. 209) 

 
Paradigm: 

“1. a way of looking at something,  2. in science, a model, pattern, or ideal theory, from 
which perspective phenomena are explained. 3. an ideal situation or exemplification, as in ‘A 
paradigm case of this disease….’ ” (Angeles, p 219) 

 
 
3.0 THEORY 
 
3.1 Definition:  

Excerpts taken from “InformeDesign Research Tutorial, Part II, p.1” 
“A theory is a set of interrelated ideas or a set of relationships. It provides a system or filter 
for planning and conducting research and then, for making sense of its findings.”  

 
3.2 Elements of Theory: 
 Constructs  = components, pieces that make up a theory 
 Propositions = facts, rules, principles, claims 

Assumptions = contrary to the authors, I, Rick Fox, claim that assumptions CAN be 
proven or disproven, and that they are best thought of as “a beginning point 
and nothing more.’  If assumptions were beyond the realm of proof, what 
would be the point of developing and testing hypotheses? 

 
3.3 Use(s) of Theory:   

Excerpts taken from “InformeDesign Research Tutorial, Part II, p.2” 
“Theories can help us understand or predict how people will behave in designed 
environments.”  

 
Research Findings may either: i) confirm; or ii) disconfirm the assumptions, elements or 
propositions of the theory under consideration.   

 
A theory can be used as a source of knowledge from which further empirical knowledge can 
be deduced.   

 
3.4 What Theories Are There?  (A Modest Taxonomy)  
 Environmental Psychology 
  Person-Environment 
  Diffusion of Information 
  Environmental Preference 
  Human Ecosystem 
  Place Attachment  
  Interior Ecosystem 
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 General Psychology 
  Maslow’s Hierarchy 
  Narrative Theory 
  Change Theory 

Reggio Emilia Theory   (an educational theory focused on child-directed  
curriculum. Nussbaumer, 334) 

  Kolb’s Learning Theory 
 
 The Allied Arts 
  Functionalism 
  Gestalt  
  Vitruvian  
  Kevin Lynch (legibility, imageability & way-finding in the urban environment) 
  Christopher Alexander (Pattern-Language) 
 
 Philosophical Aesthetics 
  Mimesis 
  Expressionism 
  Phenomenology 
  Existentialist Aesthetics 
  Feminism 
  Meaning of Place 
  Symbolic Interactionism 

Semiotics  
 
 
3.5  What Makes a Theory Good? 
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Rick Fox 
 
Interior Designers Institute 
BA Program  
Senior Studio 440   
 
Reading Notes:  Godin, Seth.  All Marketers Tell Stories  New York: Portfolio/Penguin, 2012. 
 
WORLDVIEW 
1.  Focus on what people believe, then tell stories that augment their worldview. 
 
What Godin means by worldview: 

P39. “Worldview is the term I use to refer to the rules, values, beliefs and biases that an individual 
consumer brings to a situation.” 
P44. “A worldview is not who you are. It’s what you believe. It’s your biases. A world view is not 
forever. It’s what the consumer believes right now.”  
P65. “A worldview is the lens used to look at every decision a person is asked to make.” 

 
Advise on how to treat consumer’s worldviews: 

P41. “Don’t try to change someone’s worldview… instead, identify a population with a certain 
worldview, frame your story in terms of that worldview and you win.” 
P43. “our opportunity lies in finding a neglected worldview, framing your story in a way that this 
audience will focus on and going from there.” 
P54. “It’s not enough to find a niche that shares a worldview. That niche has to be ready and able to 
influence a large group of their friends.” 
P60. “People don’t want to change their worldview. They like it, they embrace it and they want it to be 
reinforced.” 

 
STORIES 
2.  P2. “Stories make it easier to understand the world.” 
  Stories spread ideas.   

We all tell ourselves stories. 
 
3.  P7. People don’t buy facts; they buy stories. 
  Stories spread person-to-person. 
 
4.  People believe compelling stories.  
 
5.  Great stories make a promise: e.g. safety, wealth, fame, fun, shortcut 
 
6.  Great stories match the worldview of a specific audience. 
 
7.  P19. “Successful marketers are just the providers of stories that consumers choose to believe.”  
 
8.  P23. “…spreading ideas is the single most important output of our civilization.” 
 
9. P74. Frame your story in terms of your audience’s worldview, and it will be heard. 
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BELIEF 

10.  P27. There is a gap between …  reality ---&----what we believe. 
 
11.  Audiences are selective; they pick and choose what to believe.  
 
12. P33. “The actions or our competitors change what’s going to work in the future.” 
 
13. P67.  Communities share (some) worldviews. 
 
14. P69. People like being in sync with their peers. 
 
15. P78. Most people tend to ignore data contrary to what they already believe. 
 
16. P89. “In order to survive the onslaught of choices, consumers make snap judgments.  
 
17. P91. “The reason authenticity matters is that we don’t know which inputs the consumer will use to  
 invent the story he tells himself.” 
 
18. P103. “It’s the story, not the good or the service you actually sell, that pleases the consumer.” 
 
19. P110. “Expectations are the engine of our perceptions.” 
 
STRATEGY 
20. P124. “The only robust, predictable strategy is a simple one, to be authentic. To do what you say you’re  
 going to do.” 
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Interior Designers Institute 
MIA Program 
Design 502 
 
Lecture Notes  Class 5 
 
Required Reading Problem-Seeking, Programming & Information Management for Pre-Design     
   Robinson, Chapter 10 

Nussbaumer, Appendices A & B  
 
Related Reading Nussbaumer, Chapter 1, pp. 7-8 
   Dickinson, Chapters 1 & 2 
 
 
1.0  PROBLEM-SEEKING vs. PROBLEM SOLVING   

1.1 Problem-Seeking:: 
1.1.1  is a process of identifying issues, concerns, themes, facts, values, and other items of 

information likely to be relevant and useful for a successful resolution’    
  1.1.2 clearly articulates what “successful resolution” amounts to;   
  1.1.3 identifies and describes constraints and opportunities; 
  1.1.4 is a search for things that matter to the problem at hand;  
  1.1.5 identifies and defines the “problem” to be solved 
 
 1.2 Problem-Solving: 
  1.2.1 is a series of coordinated responses to a design problem;   
  1.2.2 involves methods of analysis & synthesis employed to arrive at a resolution of the  

relevant constraints and opportunities;  
  1.2.3  is the offering of potential design solutions. 
 
 
2.0 PROGRAMMING vs. RESEARCH 

2.1  Similarities include: 
  2.1.1 Accurate observation and description;  
  2.1.2 Systematic fact finding; 
  2.1.3 Gathering, organizing and interpreting information & data; 
  2.1.4 Reliance on published research. 
 
 2.2 Crucial Differences include: 
  2.2.1  Programming is the systematic search for information (Dickinson, 12);  
   .1  Programming is site-specific;  
   .2  Programming problems are broad in context but apply to a specific client  

(Dickinson, T. 2.1). 
 
  2.2.2 Research is the systematic pursuit of new knowledge (Dickinson, 12); 
   .1 Research is a methodical process of discovery / invention;  
   .2  Research moves the “body of knowledge’ and the profession forward; 
   .3 Research can be generalized to the larger population (Dickinson, 21); 
   .4 Research problems are clearly defined and specific in nature (Dickinson, T. 2.1). 
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3.0 PROGRAMMING  
 3.1 Some General Comments: 
  3.1.1 typically described as the first phase of professional services 
  3.1.2 the phase in which the design problem is identified and described 
  3.1.3 a professional skill utilized by designers 
  3.1.4 a bridge between research and design excellence (R, 265) 
  3.1.5 a search for the values that the completed design should embody 
 
 3.2 Definition(s) of Programming 
  3.2.1 Robinson cites a definition offered by Edith Cherry in her book Programming for Design:  

“Programming is the research and decision-making process that defines the  
problem to be solved by design.” (R, 265): 

  3.2.1 Pena & Parshall offer the following definition from Webster’s dictionary, 
    Programming is, “A process leading to the statement of an architectural problem  

and the requirements to be met in offering a solution.”  (Pena, 14 & 100) 
  3.2.3 Duerk offers this definition: 
    “Programming is the gathering, organizing, analyzing, interpreting and presenting  

of information that is relevant to a design project.” (Duerk, 9) 
  3.2.4  Joan Dickinson offers several more definitions.  See Dickinson, page 15.  
  3.2.5 Defines the problem to be solved;   
  3.2.6 Identifies and develops strategies for solving the problem. 
  
 3.3 Frameworks for Programming 
  3.3.1 Spatially-Based vs. Activity-Based (Robinson’s distinction) 
   3.3.1.1 Spatially based: Identifies required spaces based upon some notion of what  
    spaces are necessary.  
   3.3.1.2 Activity based: Identifies necessary activities, behaviors, and functions, then  

defines spatial requirements. 
  3.3.2 Nussbaumer bases her suggested format on the Human Ecosystem Model;   
  3.3.3 Pena / Parshall (CRS) - 5 step x 4 consideration matrix  
  3.3.4 Duerk’s – 5 step x several relevant issues matrix 
 
 3.4 Program Document  

3.4.1  “Problem statements are the bridge between programming and design and are agreed  
 upon by both client and user.” (R, 294) 

 
  3.4.2  Presents the work of the programming phase: 
   .1  Summarizes client needs; 

.2  Information in the program document, “can help the client better understand the  
reality of the existing conditions.” (R, 274) 

.3 Should provide a distinct separation for needs from desires, and clearly prioritize  
both; 

.4 “A good programming document essentially describes how the space should 
perform based on client needs.” (Dickinson, 17) 

   .5 Identifies broader issues relevant to the project.  
     If too limited, it inhibits creative responses 

   If too broad, it fails to inspire relevant responses or serve as a useful 
evaluative measure 

   .6 Functions as an “objective” road map / guide book for design; 
   .7 Succinctly and clearly identifies and describes the design problem and focuses the  

Design effort 
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   .8 According to Robinson, the program document is a, “…guide that provides all  
relevant information and necessary guidance for the rest of the project.” (R, 268) 

   .9 Programs can and often do morph.  Robinson writes, “You can see your  
program as a living document: inherently flexible, responding to the design, and 
subject to change with the client’s approval.”   (R, 268) 

   .10  A good program document should separate the relevant and useful data from the  
superfluous to avoid “data clog,” analysis-paralysis and overwhelm;  

   .11 A good program document enhances the design team’s understanding of relevant  
Issues forming the context of the design problem;  

   .12  “Programming allows the designer to base decisions on facts rather than opinion,  
    assumptions, or experience.” (Dickinson, 16) 
   .13 Helps the design team understand the design problem from the multiple 

viewpoints of all stakeholders [client of record, end-users, potential users,  
contractors, community groups, governmental agencies, etc] 

   .14 Varies in size, complexity and detail depending on the nature and complexity of  
the project; 

   .15 The program document is separable from the design, and should be written  
assuming that someone other than the programming team will use it; 

.16 Robinson writes, “Remember, you should be able to hand this document to  
another designer and walk away from the project, leaving behind all the tools and 
information a designer would need in order to proceed to schematics.”  (R, 301) 

 
  3.4.3 Document Formats: include 
   .1 Kumlin’s format (R, 295) 
   .2 Robinson’s short format (Table 10.5, p. 298) 
   .3 Robinson’s detailed format (Table 10.6, p. 301) 
   .4 Nussbaumer’s format (Appx A & B) 
   .5 CRS Format (Pena & Parshall) 
   .6 Duerk’s Format 
 
 
 
 
 
 3.5 Programmatic Concepts vs. Design Concepts 
  3.5.1  Programmatic Concepts: 
   .1 Programmatic concepts are performance criteria/requirements that guide  

development of design solutions; 
   .2 Program concepts are abstract ideas that address performance concerns of the  

project; 
   .3 Program concepts can contain aesthetically-based criteria; 
   .4 Program concepts are conceptual strategies for evaluating the usefulness /  

appropriateness of a potential design concept;  
   .5 Pena offers this definition of programmatic concepts, 
    “These refer to ideas intended mainly as functional and organizational solutions  

to the client’s own performance problems. These concepts are general or abstract  
ideas generalized from particular instances.” (Pena, 108) 

   .6 Program concepts are not physical solutions. 
 
  3.5.2  Design Concepts: 
   .1 Robinson offers a succinct statement, “A design concept is the specific physical 

response that attempts to achieve a programmatic concept. (R, 283) 
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   .2 Design concepts are responses that achieve the criteria contained in program  
concepts; 

   .3 Pena offers this definition of design concepts, 
    “These refer to ideas intended as physical solutions to the client’s architectural  

problems.” (Pena, 108) 
   .4 There is a many-to-one relation between design concepts and program concepts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.0  INFORMATION MANAGEMENT for PRE-DESIGN 
 
 4.1  Understanding your strengths is a good thing, but don’t get too attached to them. 
 

Sharpening the same knife all the time might be comforting, but this is rarely as useful as it  
seems.  Try sharpening another tool for a change. 

 
4.2 Identify your weaknesses…you may have to work harder in this area to produce a balanced  
 work-product. 

 
 

4.3 Information Storage & Retrieval Systems 
 4.3.1 Digital – folders,  
 4.3.2 Binders 
 4.3.3 Colored Index cards 
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MIA 502 – DESIGN PROJECT, part 1 

           (30 points) 

 

PROGRAMMING – Case Study Analysis (Assignment #4) 

 

1.0  Objectives: 

The objectives for this assignment are as follows: 

1.1  To deepen student understanding of the information gathering steps needed during the 

pre-design phase to clearly identify client|end-user needs, desires, motivations, and 

expectations necessary for the development of a complete design program.    

 

1.2  To sharpen student appreciation of the potential successes|failures of a pre-design phase 

that adequately|inadequately identifies all of the items of information necessary for a 

successful design solution.    

 

1.3  To sharpen student appreciation of the necessity for complete problem identification 

before embarking on the design solution.    

 

1.4  To enhance student understanding of the case study method as a research technique, 

exploring the strengths and limitations of the method.   

 

2.0  Guidelines & Format:  

The following guidelines should be followed for this exercise: 

2.1  Present all analysis and findings during a 20 minute presentation in a manner and format 

determined by the student employing media of their choice; provided that some form of a 

hard-copy ‘takeaway’ will be prepared and distributed to all attendees.   

 

2.2  A competent response would include:  

  (i)  a Title Page or sequence;  

(ii)  a brief recap of steps and methods of information-gathering actually used  

 by the Architect;   

(iii)  a discussion of the ways in which the designer was effective at gathering  

 information; and ways in which they were not; 

(iv)  an evaluation of the architect’s overall effectiveness in terms of adequate 

problem definition; (link pre-design success/failure to design outcome) 

(v)  a synopsis of what you think the problem definition for the project ought  

 to have been;  

(vi)  a brief discussion of the strengths and weakness of the case study method.   
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Lecture Notes  Class 6 

Research Terms, Concepts & Topics     
    
TERMS 
 
Behavior Mapping 
Botti-Salitsky offers this definition: 
“Behavior Mapping is the process of observing the current conditions of an environment.” (Botti-Salitsky, 84) 
 
The method is used to observe and record what people actually do as a way of better understanding human 
behavior. This is helpful because what people say they do, is sometimes not what they actually do.  The two 
types of behavior mapping are: (1) traffic mapping which documents paths people travel through an 
environment; and (2) activity mapping which documents what people actually do when they are stationary.    
 
 
Case Study 
Is an in-depth investigation that examines some topic of concern by means of a limited number of examples. 

 
Donna Duerk in her book “Architectural Programming: Information Management for Design” John Wiley, 
1993. offers a concise definition she cites from Robert K. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Method. 1984: 

“A case study is an empirical inquiry that: investigates a contemporary phenomena with real-life context;  
when the boundaries between phenomena and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple  
sources of evidence are used.”  (Duerk, 111) 
  

Method: Donna Duerk outlines Five Steps for doing a case study (Duerk, 111 & 112) 
(1) Read Yin’s book; 
(2) Develop research question & define cases; 
(3) Establish those characteristics or issues that will be analyzed & compared across cases; 
(4) Determine and clarify data collection methods; 
(5) Determine how the data will be analyzed to produce information meaningful to design. 

After these steps are complete, then collect data, analyze and prepare report/presentation of findings. 
 
Possible Areas of Focus for Design-based Case-Studies, include:  

Formal features; historical precedents; design solutions; specific typologies; theoretical aspects;  
social/cultural concerns; programming concepts, concerns, & issues 

 
Potential Problem: Invalid generalization from an insufficient or limited sample.   
 
An individual case study is an in-depth review, analysis, and documentation of a single instance, event, experience, 
situation, thing, or set of circumstances, usually with the intent of understanding all of the salient features, facets 
and details of the particular case.   
 
A comparative case study examines multiple instances of the same kind of case, where the cases are all presumed 
to be similar in nature.  The researcher then compares the multiple cases based on a list of pre-determined 
criteria or attributes.   
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Cumulative case studies combine information from more than one case study, where those case studies have been 
conducted at different times.  The intent is to bring together findings from many studies to answer a specific 
evaluative question.  
 
 
Causation | Correlation 
Causation:  (Cause) 
 “1. Anything capable of changing something else. 2. That which produces something else (makes  
 something happen; brings about the occurrence of something) without which that thing would  
 not have resulted. That which is produced (or changed) is called the effect and the effect is  
 explained by its cause.” 
 E.G.  X causes Y;   

Y would/could not happen without X;  
X is necessary for Y   
without X, Y could not occur;  
without X, Y is impossible. 

 
Correlation: 
 Is NOT causation. Merely because two things occur together is not evidence that one causes the  
  other 
 E.G.  X and Y are [always, often, rarely, never] seen together; 
  Some relationship exists between X and Y; 
   
 
Consensual | Egalitarian 
Consensual means willingly or mutually agreed to. 
Egalitarian means that all people are considered equal. 
 
 
Direct Observation 
Observing phenomena first-hand in its ‘natural’ setting as it unfolds.  Tangible evidence of “everyday” life is 
gathered by the observer/researcher without reliance on the testimony of others. 
 
 
Evidence Based Design (EBD) 
Has its origins in the platform of evidence-based medicine that dates to the 1972 publication of Professor 
Archie Cochrane’s “Effectiveness and Efficiency: Random Reflections of Health Services”.  
 
With respect to design, EBD operates on the principle that design decisions and solutions ought to be grounded 
in evidence external to the designer’s preferences and predilections.  
 
Botti-Salitsky offers the following definition: “EBD is a system for analyzing data and then emphasizing credible 
evidence as the foundation of decision making.”  ( Botti-Salitsky, p 276) 
 
She offers eight steps for achieving the best possible outcome: (p65) 

1. Define evidence-based goals and objectives.  
2. Find sources for relevant evidence. 
3. Critically interpret relevant evidence. 
4. Create and innovate evidence-based design concepts. 
5. Develop a hypothesis.  
6. Collect baseline performance measures. 
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7. Monitor implementation of design and construction. 
8. Measure post-occupancy performance results. 

 
 
Literature Review 
A basic initial method of ‘scouting’ the overall outlines and specific terrain of a topic, by means of 
understanding what others have already researched and written about the topic.  Relevant literature include, but 
are not limited to, books, academic journals, periodicals, trade publications, general circulation magazines, 
newspapers, online search tools & data bases, web blogs, documentary films, videos. 
 
 
Paradigm 
Paradigms are ways of thinking/doing/believing / making sense of the world that seem normal, natural, inevitable, 
indubitable, common-sensical, and “it couldn’t be otherwise,” that generally go unquestioned, until… 
 
Examples of a paradigm in design: 
(1)  Human Scale: architecture and interiors should be built to address the physical dimensions of humans 

(as opposed to pets, insects, giraffes, gazelles or fish)  
(2) Educational facilities must emphasize and promote learning. 
(3)  Aging: convalescent homes used to be based on the acute-care model used for hospitals.  Today 

assisted-living facilities are based on the idea of growing old at home.  Interestingly, the approach to 
acute-care has changed from antiseptic laboratory/operatory to welcoming, joyful, healing and homey. 

 
Examples of a paradigm in the social-world: 
(1)  drunk-driving is not only unsafe, it is pathologically injurious to society. 
(2)  picking up after your dog is not only polite it is required—you are a guilty socio-path if you don’t.  
 
 
Phenomenologist | Existentialist 
A Phenomenologist believes: 
(1)   we cannot know the ultimate nature of reality in itself; 
(2)  what we do know depends on the activity of our consciousness;   
(3)  our knowledge is limited to what we can perceived about the external world; 
(4)   that human beings construct their view of the world from: 
 i.  within their own consciousness; 
 ii. based on their own personal experiences (family, social group, religious upbringing, racial/gender  
     identities, work history) 
 
An Existentialist believes: 
There are many varieties of existentialism, but some common themes include: 
(1)   existence precedes essence; 
(2)  human beings do not have an essential nature except what results from their acts of choosing; 
(3)  one is not born an ‘X’, but rather becomes it;  
(4)  our self-identity is created in the process of our actions and choices; 
(5)  moral principles are constructed by human beings in the process of being responsible for their actions; 
 
 
Reliability | Validity 
The reliability of a test or experiment has to do with whether they yield the same results on repeated trials. When 
you conduct a dozen experiments, they should all produce similar data. 
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Validity focuses on a study’s objectivity and truthfulness, and is concerned with how successful an inquiry, test 
or experiment is measuring what it intends to.   
 
 
Research Method 
(1)   is a strategy of inquiry; 
(2)  a tool for collecting data; 
 
 
Subjective | Objective 
Ecerpts taken from: 
Angeles, Peter A. The Harper Collins Dictionary of Philosophy, 2nd Ed.  New York: Harper Perennial, 1992. 
 
Subjective: 
“1. That which is derived from the mind…and not from external sources.  2. That which exists in 
consciousness. 3. That which is relative to the knower’s own individual experiences (sensations, perceptions, 
personal reactions, history, idiosyncrasies). 
 
Subjective refers to the experiencing modes of the experiencer (the subject) in contrast to the things (objects) in 
the world that are being experienced. At times the term is used pejoratively to indicate judgments that are 
arrived at based on emotional or prejudiced grounds lacking logical support or external evidence. 
 
Objective: 
“Often implies something (1) that is publicly observable, or (2) that is the same for all those that experience it, 
or (3) that is commonly assented to and therefore unlike an individual’s own peculiar reaction to it” .  
 
Objective refers to either:  
1.  the ability to evaluate a situation without being affected by feelings, emotions and preconceived ideas; or, 
2.  support of a statement using proof and evidence based on actual events 
 
Researcher ‘objectivity’ is characterized by the following : 
(1) the researcher has an open-mind curiosity, willing to go where evidence and logic take them;  
(2)  the researcher remains aware of personal attachments, commitments, and biases; 
(3)  the researcher is committed to ‘detachment’, and has no preconceived ideas; 
(4)  the researcher is a “sponge” and absorbs as much as possible. 
 
 
Qualitative | Quantitative Methods 
Qualitative: 
(1) have their origins in the social sciences; 
(2) tends to study experiences, impressions, reactions where “data” in non-numeric; 
(3) based on the principle that social reality is a construct of meaning and interpretation which may be  
 transitory and situational.   
E.G. Interviews 
 Visual Analysis 
 Direct Observation 
 Behavior Mapping 
 Activity/traffic Mapping 
 Focus Groups 
 Precedent Studies 
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Quantitative: 
(1)   have their origins in the natural sciences; 
(2)  tends to study observable facts, where numerical data can be gathered; 
(3)  assumes an external reality that is uniform and consistent across time and location, and this reality can 

be described and explained by statistical analysis. 
E.G. Surveys (standardized) 
 Questionnaires (standardized) 
 Lab experiments (for Interior Architecture, could include a full-scale room mock up) 
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Excerpt from: Lily B. Robinson. Research Inspired Design
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Analysis of Precedent     
   Nussbaumer, Linda L. Evidence Based Design for Interior Designers.  New York: Fairchild  
   Books, 2009.  

Chapter 4 & Chapter 5 
 
 
 
1.0  ANALYSIS OF PRECEDENT 
(1)  Compares a group of similar existing examples; 
(2)  Analysis of precedent is an important tool in research-inspired / evidence-based design. If you want to  
 know where the ‘cutting edge’ is, you need to know what has already been done; 
(3)  Research of precedent: 
  i)  “…research of precedent provides inspiration and development of new ideas.” (N, 56)  
  ii)  Two major kinds of precedent 
   a)  historic precedent = examines the past (and present) 
   b)  design precedent = examines typology 
    focuses on a specific type of building, interior of set of design concerns. 
     Nussbaumer offers a definition of Typology,  
     “Typology: A system of groupings that are identified by specific 

attributes (characteristics) or similarity of use. For example, an art  
museum is a type of museum design or a department store is a type of 
retail design.” (N, 336) 

 
 
2.0 HISTORIC PRECEDENTS 
(1)  Uses of historic precedent 
  i)  may cross into multiple building typologies;  
  ii)  focuses on design features or theories, or both; 
 iii)  “Research and analysis of historic precedents provide grounded evidence, inspiration for  

new ideas, and improvement in present and future projects.”  (N, 56) 
   
   Q: If this is true why did the modernists (1910-1960) reject history?  
 
  iv)  “…lessons can be learned from the past.”  (N, 70) 
  v)  “The intent is to use this method as an analysis of past and present architecture and  

interiors and, with an analysis, inspire new innovative design solutions.” (N, 70)  
 
(2)  Sources for historic precedent research 
  i) Books 
    Ching Frank. Architecture: Form Space & Order.  New York: Wiley, 2007. 
    Clark, R.H. and Pause, M. Precedents in Architecture. New York, Wiley, 2004.  
  ii)  articles 
  iii)  travel 
  iv)  ? ? what else ? ? 
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(3)  Framework for historic precedent research 
  i)  architectural and interior criteria 
   a)  Tables 4.1 & 4.2 
  ii)  theoretical criteria  (3-D design principles)  
   a)  Tables 4.3 & 4.4  
   b)  potential confusion with Nussbaumer’s use of the term “theoretical” include: 
    i.  principles are abstract, and so is “theory;” 
    ii.  design principles are elements of a theory; 
    iii.  problem: design principles by themselves, individually or as a group, are  

NOT enough to constitute a complete theory; 
    iv.  Rick Fox, prefers to call these criteria formal, in the sense that these  

criteria relate to the conceptual organization of physical form.  
 
 
3.0 DESIGN PRECEDENTS 
Usually undertaken as a comparative Case Study  
 
(1)  Uses of design precedent identifies, records and analyzes: 
  i)  changes, previous trends, emerging trends; 
  ii)  conceptual design ideas; 
  iii)  relevant images, branding, target market, methods of selling; 
  iv)  ways concepts (design, branding) have been implemented; 
  v)  other ideas that inspire and serve as background data for a design;  
  vi)  collaborative problem-seeking and problem-solving processes and techniques. 
 
(2)  Sources for design precedent research 
  i)  mass-circulation, non-professional targeted publications, trade publications; 
  ii)  fellow professionals / colleagues; 
  iii)  built works;  (work “on the boards”) 
  iv)  ? ? what else ? ?    
 
(3)  Methods of design precedent research 
  i)  locate and understand relevant literature; 
  ii)  interviews; 
  iii)  post-occupancy evaluations (“POE”); 
  iv)  any info gathering technique that will reveal the needs / desires of end- and potential  

users   (“ideal consumers”  versus “extreme users”) 
  v)  ? ?  what else ? ?   (making a list of questions, undercover documentary, TV shows) 
  vi)  begin broadly and narrow to specifics     
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MIA 502 – DESIGN PROJECT, part 1 

           (30 points) 

 

PROGRAMMING – Precedent & Typology (Assignment #5) 

 

1.0  Objectives: 

The objectives for this assignment are as follows: 

 

1.1  To broaden and deepen student understanding of the building ‘type’, relevant to their 

capstone project, as necessary for the development of a complete design program.    

 

1.2  To sharpen student understanding of historical and design precedents as they relate to the 

selected building type.     

 

1.3  To deepen student understanding of typical spatial features, and relevant elements of the 

physical setting specific to the selected building type.      

 

1.4  To enhance student understanding of various precedent & typology methodologies as 

research techniques, exploring the strengths and limitations of the method.   

 

2.0  Guidelines & Format:  

The following guidelines should be followed for this exercise: 

2.1  Present ‘high-level’ analysis and findings during a 20 minute presentation in a manner 

and format determined by the student employing media of their choice; provided that the 

information presented becomes integral to the student’s final program document. (11” x 

17” format)    

 

2.2  A competent response would include:  

  (i)  a Title Page or sequence;  

  (ii)  a synopsis/summary of spatial features and specific elements of the  

   physical setting;    

(ii)  a brief recap of methods of information-gathering actually used by the  

 student during this phase of study;    

(iii)  possible methods could include some or all of the following:  

 Literature review (authoritative texts, trade publications, mass circulation  

 media), expert testimony/opinion, focus groups, visual analysis…etc.   

(iv)  One of the methods of information gathering must involve the researcher’s 

direct observation, and include recording methods such as activity 

mapping or traffic mapping,  

 (v)  a brief discussion of the strengths and weakness of the various methods.    
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Inquiry Course
Continuing Education 

Description:
The modern office is designed to accommodate interpersonal relationships, 
address the physical needs of employees, and address the performance needs 
of the organization. Through research, designers have learned qualitative and 
quantitative characteristics that can enhance employees’ experiences. This research 
brief is designed to strengthen the designer’s knowledge on how to design a 
supportive and flexible work environment. 

Course Objectives:
Using evidence from the studies surveyed in this research brief, the participant will 
be able to:

Identify physical and emotional needs of workers.1. 
Identify design strategies that promote the health and safety of employees.2. 
Understand why workplace designs need to be updated to consider present 3. 
and future requirements.
Create workplace designs that address a shifting employee demographic.4. 

Content:
There is one issue of Inquiry and one exam in this course.

      Inquiry: Taking Care of Business: Design in the Workplace
 Course Proficiency Exam
 Course Evaluation

Directions:
Read all course materials, then answer a 12-question proficiency exam. When 
complete, fax or email the exam and the course evaluation to the address given. 
InformeDesign’s staff will grade the exam and if scored at 80% or higher, you will 
be emailed a certificate of completion (with name, date, and course number). If you 
are an AIA member, please provide your member number, and we will file it for you. 

www.informedesign.org

Taking Care of Business: 
Design for the Workplace

IQ1003
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Inquiry
A Research Brief by InformeDesign®

Taking Care of Business: 

[DesIgn foR The WoRkplACe]

April, 2011

 
The Mission 
The Mission of InformeDesign is to facilitate  
designers’ use of current, research-based information 
as a decision-making tool in the design process, 
thereby integrating research and practice.

Creator: Founding Sponsor:

© 2002, 2005 by the Regents of the University of Minnesota.
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[ INTRODUCTION ]

Welcome to Inquiry—a research brief developed by 
InformeDesign®. Inquiry summarizes research on a single, 
focused topic using content from InformeDesign Research 
Summaries and issues of Implications. It provides you the 
opportunity to use evidence-based design criteria.

Development of each issue of Inquiry involves carefully 
selecting and reviewing Design Criteria and Key Concepts and 
highlights information found in relevant Research Summaries 
and Implications. These elements are then reorganized into 
smaller sub-topics.

Inquiry provides you with increased accessibility to evidence-
based research for the development of better design solutions 
that benefit both people and the environment.

Disclaimer: Content in this issue of Inquiry was taken from 
numerous Research Summaries and issues of Implications. 
InformeDesign does its best to present accurate and concise 
information; however, due to the investigative nature of the 
studies referenced in this document, general limitations 
exist.  Findings may not be generalizable to all populations.  
Please refer to Research Summaries for details on specific 
study limitations.  

Content wording may be slightly modified from its original 
form for clarity and to provide context.

Do not design a project from reading only this Inquiry. Consider 
knowledge presented in context with your experiences and 
content from other knowledge sources.
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Inquiry A Research Brief by InformeDesign®

1Where Research Informs Design

envIRonmenTAl heAlTh
heAlTh effeCTs
pRoDuCTIvITy & peRfoRmAnCe
QuAlITy of lIfe 
Well-BeIng
offICe
WAyfInDIng
sensoRy Responses
soCIAl InTeRACTIon 
neIghBoRIng
pRIvACy
AesTheTICs
meAnIng & symBolIsm
pRoxemICs  
sTRess
WoRkeR
ColoR
lIghTIng/DAylIghTIng DesIgn

keyword search
use these keywords to find more on this 
topic at www.informedesign.org.

This research brief focuses on evidence found in the 
following areas related to design for the workplace:

employee QuAlITy of lIfe & Well-BeIng  

performance
privacy and Acoustics
health and Wellness

meeTIng InDIvIDuA  l neeDs
sense of place
Telecommuting
Business Culture
Aging Workforce

offICe DesIgn ConsIDeRATIons  

Aesthetics
space planning
ventilation and Temperature
lighting

eRgonomICs  

Work stations
other ergonomic Considerations

As new research comes into focus, office design must address new findings. To 
design offices that meet the needs of the present and hold potential for the future, 
it is important to design spaces that are flexible. Flexible spaces not only allow for 
shifting organizational structures, but they allow for shifting work styles and employee 
personalities. Today’s office is designed to accommodate interpersonal relationships, 
address the physical needs of employees, and address the performance needs of the 
organization. 

Information is available from over 100 Research Summaries and issues of Implications related to 
designing for the workplace.  However, only a portion have been referenced in this issue of Inquiry.   
To find more information on this topic, use the list of keywords above to navigate the InformeDesign  
Web site.

Taking Care of Business: 

[DesIgn foR The WoRkplACe]
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www.informedesign.org2

[ EmplOyEE QUalITy OF lIFE aND WEll-BEINg ]

Designers need to understand how spaces affect individuals so they can design spaces that  
counter-balance the chaos and stress of everyday life and create environments that support personal 
well-being.1 Since we spend so much time in our work environments, it is important to not add additional 
stress through improperly developed designs. Designing spaces that make employees feel comfortable may 
contribute to thier performance within their work environment.

Recognize that the designed environment may   

impact the success of training in the workplace.

Design workplaces to encourage successful   

retention and application of skills learned in 
training.

Design training environments, which are often   

quiet and uninterrupted, to more closely match 
actual working conditions, which are often riddled 
with noise and interruption.

Kupritz (2006), OFFICE DESIGN AFFECTS  
WORKPLACE TRAINING

Be aware that an individual’s ability to screen out   

environmental distractions may impact how interior 
color schemes affect their work productivity.

Understand that long-term exposure to an interior   

color scheme may influence workers differently 
than short-term exposure.

Kwallek et al., OFFICE COLOR  
INFLUENCES PRODUCTIVITY

performance

Design space so that all workers have some privacy,   

personal territory, and the ability to personalize 
their areas, as these attributes contribute to 
creativity.

Vithayathawornwong et al., WORKPLACE DESIGN CAN 
SUPPORT WORKPLACE CREATIVITY

Match adaptive computing (and any assistive   

technology) to the individual user’s needs and 
goals.

Harrell, USING TECHNOLOGY TO  
ACCOMMODATE FOR DISABILITIES
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Taking Care of Business: 
[DesIgn foR The WoRkplACe]

Noise may lessen workers’ ability to deal with   

work-related challenges (e.g., workload, job 
relationships). 

Specify heating, ventilation, and air conditioning   

(HVAC) systems that operate with minimal noise, 
as HVAC may be an annoying noise source in 
office settings.

Leather et al., NOISE LEVELS AND STRESS  
AFFECT JOB SATISFACTION

Plan workspaces for long-term employees and   

supervisory or management staff in quiet areas, as 
these individuals may experience more disruption 
from background noise.

Banbury & Berry, BACKGROUND NOISE  
IN OPEN OFFICES

[ understand that the functional and architectural features that make up different 
office types may collectively influence workers’ health and job satisfaction. ]2

notes:

1Kwallek et al., COLOR IN OFFICE ENVIRONMENTS
2Danielsson & Bodin, OFFICE TYPE AND EMPLOYEE JOB 

SATISFACTION AND HEALTH
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Studies show that the majority of office workers spend most of their time doing individual work that requires 
them to concentrate without distraction. Additional time is spent conducting one-on-one conversations, 
either in-person or on the phone, where they would likely prefer not to be overheard.3 It is important to 
allow for privacy without taking away other workspace needs such as adequate natural light and ease of 
communication.

Design offices to accommodate different noise   

preferences, depending on the number of occupants 
and individual privacy needs.

Mahdavi & Unzeitig, EVALUATING THE QUALITY OF THE 
OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

Incorporate absorption materials (e.g., acoustical   

ceiling tile) and partitioning to make background 
noises such as voices less distinguishable from 
one another.

Banbury & Berry, BACKGROUND NOISE  
IN OPEN OFFICES

While high partitions provide visual privacy   

and increase perceived privacy, they may not 
adequately block sound transmissions. High 
partitions may decrease satisfaction with cubicle 
workspace because noise may be more obtrusive 
when it is inconsistent with visual expectations.

Include acoustic buffers or controls when specifying   

partitions in office.

Consider providing dedicated, enclosed, sharable   

work space within open-space offices that employees 
can use to work with reduced distractions.

Maher & von Hippel, INDIVIDUALS’ RESPONSES TO  
OPEN-PLAN OFFICE DESIGN

privacy and acoustics

Specify panels that are higher than the heads of   

seated occupants to improve acoustic privacy.

Specify highly absorbent ceiling tile (absorption   

of 0.9 or higher) to reduce the level of reflected 
speech sounds. Increasing the absorption of other 
surfaces also helps.

Increase the size of workstations; this improves   

privacy because it increases the distance between 
neighbors.

Use a well-designed masking-noise system to   

“drown out” speech from other parts of the office, 
but limit masking noise levels to 45-48 dBA to 
reduce the chance that the system itself will 
become annoying.

Locate workstations, particularly entrances to   

them, away from high-traffic areas to improve 
both acoustic and visual privacy.

Newsham, MAKING THE CUBICLE A  
BETTER PLACE TO WORK
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Taking Care of Business: 
[DesIgn foR The WoRkplACe]

3Newsham, MAKING THE CUBICLE A BETTER PLACE 
TO WORK

4Dodson et al., ENCOURAGING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
AT WORK

[ Design workplaces with easily accessible 
stairways to encourage stair use. ]4

Within office environments, it is often important to provide space for employees to participate in activities 
supplementary to business tasks (e.g., taking breaks, working out). Supplementary tasks have the ability to 
positively contribute to employees’ experiences. By making the workplace a flexible space, designers provide the 
opportunity for employees to make the space their own and have a vested interest in their environment.

Understand that promoting physical activity in the   

workplace may require a multi-faceted approach 
that includes both environmental interventions 
(e.g., incorporating workout facilities) and 
mechanisms that support individuals’ beliefs that 
they can be active (i.e., promoting self-efficacy).

Prodaniuk et al., SUPPORTING ACTIVE LIVING  
IN THE WORKPLACE

Consider ways to accommodate short (less than   

30 minutes), voluntary, after-lunch naps when 
designing workplaces and break rooms.

Takahashi et al., NAPPING AND WORKER ALERTNESS

Consider including workout facilities in workplaces   

to promote physical activity among employees.

Dodson et al., ENCOURAGING PHYSICAL  
ACTIVITY AT WORK

Health and Wellness

notes:
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[ mEETINg INDIvIDUal NEEDS ]

SATISFACTION AND MOTIVATION

Personal control over a workspace (e.g., adjustable   

or flexible components, access to meeting areas) 
may increase group cohesiveness, job satisfaction, 
and satisfaction with the work environment.

Lee & Brand, CONTROL OVER WORKSPACES  
AND JOB PERFORMANCE

Male employees may feel less attached to their   

personal office environments than their female 
co-workers.

Female employees may view their private office   

spaces as opportunities to reflect home comfort, 
while offering flexibility and spontaneity with 
temporary changes to office layout.

Dinç, PRIVATE OFFICE ENVIRONMENT PREFERENCES 
VARY BETWEEN GENDERS

Positive self-identity and sense of well-being are commonly associated with having a sense of place.5 Because 
of the amount of time spent at the workplace, it is important to provide employees with a sense of belonging. 
However, people experience a sense of belonging in different ways. Having a flexible space opens up the 
possibility for both intrapersonal and interpersonal relationships to form in a variety of ways, which may 
contribute to a positive sense of place.

Allow employees to be involved in the design of   

their workspace to create a more effective work 
environment and to increase employees’ sense of 
ownership of their space.

Cairns, INFLUENCE OF AESTHETICS IN  
THE WORKPLACE

Provide space for employees to display personal   

artifacts.

Elsbach, OFFICE DÉCOR AND WORKPLACE IDENTITY

Provide appropriate levels of sound control   

and privacy to contribute to creating a sense of 
place.

Incorporate sufficient flexibility into workspaces   

to allow for personalization through the display 
of personal (i.e., photographs) and work-related 
objects.

Miller et al., SENSE OF PLACE AFFECTS JOB  

Sense of place

[ provide a work environment that has a sense of place to address employee needs, 
while improving satisfaction and motivation levels. ]6

5Erickson et al., SENSE OF PLACE AFFECTS JOB 
SATISFACTION AND MOTIVATION 

6Miller et al., SENSE OF PLACE AFFECTS JOB SATISFACTION 
AND MOTIVATION

notes:
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Create neighborhood-based workspaces, or   

telecommuter centers, that accommodate a range 
of professions.

Incorporate adjustable spaces (movable cubicle   

walls), modular furniture that is easily rearranged 
or stacked, and adaptable technology features.

Accommodate a secure area appropriate to   

telecommuters (i.e., locked personal file cabinets 
stored in a secure area that could be rolled into 
workspaces as needed).

Provide well-lit parking areas and security systems   

that allow users to safely access telecommuting 
centers outside of normal business hours.

Investigate demand for child-friendly areas within   

or near telecommuter facilities.

Johnson, NEIGHBORHOOD-BASED OFFICES  
FOR TELECOMMUTERS

Design workspaces that support mobility,   

portability, collaboration, and individuality.

Set aside office space in the workplace for mobile   

or guest workers. 

Provide meeting spaces (i.e., conference rooms)   

for mobile workers.

If not carefully considered, workstations and offices   

provided to mobile workers may be  considered 
unproductive and fail to meet needs.

Venezia & Allee, SATISFACTION OF MOBILE WORKERS

Use open plans plus team rooms, free-address   

facilities, and hoteling to replace private offices; 
positive communication can increase with these 
solutions.

Locate satellite offices (smaller offices) closer to   

customers or employees.

Apgar, ALTERNATIVE WORKPLACES 
CAN SAVE MONEY

7Venezia & Allee, SATISFACTION OF MOBILE WORKERS 

notes:

Advances in the technology industry have significantly impacted the way designers work and changed the 
way offices are viewed. Designers now have the challenge of designing spaces that meet both current and 
future definitions of office and workplace. 

Telecommuting

[provide a variety of supplemental work 
settings and services for workers including 
team communication centers, non-traditional 
work areas (i.e., coffee houses), print/mail/
copy services, concierge services, and 
teleconference capabilities. ]7
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 Increase flexibility in type of interaction between   

co-workers by using an “open door” policy and by 
having co-workers share a room, as this creates 
frequent informal conversation and fosters 
creativity.

Vithayathawornwong et al., WORKPLACE DESIGN CAN  
SUPPORT WORKPLACE CREATIVITY

 Be aware that some work environments and tasks   

may increase one’s desire to interact socially.

Stone, COLOR AND SCENIC IMAGES IN WORKSPACES

Organizational support is needed to encourage   

recycling in work environments.

Organize workplace recycling sites to reflect   

materials recycled in workers’ homes.

Lee et al., UNDERSTANDING OFFICE  
RECYCLING BEHAVIOR

Within an organization’s business culture there is a possibility for further subcultures often defined by 
departments. Accomodating different work cultures can facilitate smoother interactions between the various 
levels of an organization. 

 Provide organizational tools, accessories, and   

storage for conscientious clients as they may desire 
neat, organized, and uncluttered environments.

Extroverted individuals tend  to be drawn toward   

environments that are inviting, somewhat 
disorganized, and have more decorative items.

 Provide distinctive, stylish, and unconventional   

environments for individuals who are open to new 
experiences and adventurous.

Gosling et al., PERSONALITIES INFLUENCE LIVING  

AND WORK ENVIRONMENTS

 Recognize that an organization can only absorb   

small amounts of cultural change at a time; 
therefore it is recommended that changes are 
small and incremental.

Birk & Burk, ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE  
INFLUENCES EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE

Business Culture

notes:
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Taking Care of Business: 
[DesIgn foR The WoRkplACe]

 In one study, older workers preferred higher   

lighting levels for supervision, more resources for 
supporting computer work, and a larger personal 
office for meetings. Middle-aged workers preferred 
a large personal office and up-to-date technology 
for private communication and movable furniture 
and equipment to support numerous aspects of 
higher productivity.

Middle-aged and older workers may agree about   

which features of the office environment are 
important to productivity, though they use office 
space and features differently (e.g., older workers 
may prefer a large office to meet with groups while 
middle-aged workers may prefer a large office for 
private conversation).

Kupritz (2003), AGE AFFECTS OFFICE WORKERS’ 
NEEDS

Rather than retire at 65, many people continue to work or re-enter the workforce due to inflation, healthcare 
costs, inadequate savings, or simply the desire to be productive.8 Because of this, it is important to design 
work environments that accommodate the shift in traditional employee demographics. Environmental 
conditions of an office can mitigate the effects of declining physical abilities in older workers.9 However, all 
ages of employees need to be taken into account when designing effective work environments. Good design 
can positively contribute to someone’s experience without calling attention to their age.

Two subcultures of employees have formed in   

the contemporary office, the 20-year olds and 
older (20+) and the 40-year olds and older (40+); 
the interaction between these two cohorts often 
creates stress and interpersonal anxiety in the 
workplace.

Enhance corporate image and engage in   

interactive and personalized recruitment; and 
provide outcome-based rewards systems, informal 
physical environments, and high information 
content in corporate processes and products to 
attract and retain top 20+ employees.

Novicevic & Buckley, MANAGING  
INTERGENERATIONAL NEEDS

Add desk or ceiling light fixtures, use higher   

wattage lamps, and provide additional lighting 
to increase the luminance in office environments 
to improve worker performance, especially for 
older workers.

Charness & Dijkstra, LIGHTING AND AGE INFLUENCE 
READING ABILITY

The importance of many workplace design features   

is similar for workers of various ages; however, 
the perception of privacy, level of privacy, and 
how privacy is achieved can vary significantly 
with age.

Kupritz (2000), AGE AFFECTS PERCEPTIONS 
OF WORKPLACE DESIGN

aging Workforce

notes:

8Kupritz (1999), WORKPLACE DESIGN NEEDS OF OLDER 
WORKERS

9Kupritz (2001), OLDER AND MIDDLE-AGED WORKERS’  
PERCEPTIONS OF OFFICE DESIGN
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[ provide plants in office space to increase office appeal, task performance, and comfort.]11

[ OFFICE DESIgN CONSIDERaTIONS ]

Employees may believe that the appearance of a   

workplace represents the occupant’s characteristics 
or personality.

Workplace décor may convey status (e.g., formal   

décor may be associated with professionalism, 
success, or imply high status or superiority).

Consider that some office décor may be associated   

with negative qualities (high quality furniture may 
denote snobbishness).

Elsbach, OFFICE DÉCOR AND WORKPLACE IDENTITY

Recently, design has aimed to empower the worker by providing control over the physical environment.10 
Whether a space’s aesthetics are appealing or not is purely subjective, but certain design strategies reduce 
stress, increase performance, and improve the work experience.

People derive personal meaning from their   

surroundings. There are many ways to interpret 
one design. 

Cairns, INFLUENCE OF AESTHETICS IN  
THE WORKPLACE

Include plants in creative work environments,   

but avoid overemphasizing plants in work 
environments that house employees involved in 
repetitious tasks, as they may be too distracting 
thereby reducing productivity.

Larsen et al., PLANTS AFFECT EMPLOYEE MOOD  
AND INCREASE OFFICE APPEAL

Consider placing nature posters on office walls to   

reduce stress in male occupants, which in turn 
may reduce anger.

Kweon et al., NATURE POSTERS IN THE WORKPLACE

 Mood may be primarily affected by a specific work   

task (duration and difficulty level) rather than 
environmental factors (color and scenic images).

The color of work environments may affect   

performance over time.

A scenic image may reduce errors in some work   

environments.

Stone, COLOR AND SCENIC IMAGES IN WORKSPACES

aesthetics

notes:

10Cairns, INFLUENCE OF AESTHETICS IN THE WORKPLACE
11Larsen et al., PLANTS AFFECT EMPLOYEE MOOD AND 

INCREASE OFFICE APPEAL
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Taking Care of Business: 
[DesIgn foR The WoRkplACe]

Establishing the appropriate ventilation within an office environment can be a challenge. However, allowing 
for flexibility and employee control can make employees feel more comfortable and connected to their 
workspace. 

Unfavorable thermal environments may be   

associated with physical symptoms such as 
headache, dry eyes, nose irritation, irritated throat, 
and fatigue

Individuals can differ in their air movement   

sensitivity. Provide opportunities for individualized 
control (e.g., ability to open and close vents) over 
the thermal environment of occupants’ immediate 
workspaces.

When displacement ventilation is used, the highest   

risk for draft is just above the floor (0.1 m).

Consult industry standards (e.g., ASHRAE   

guidelines) to predict and prevent occupant 
discomfort due to draft.

Melikov et al., DISPLACEMENT VENTILATION  
AND OFFICE WORKER COMFORT

Allow workers to control the temperature of their   

workspaces.

Mahdavi & Unzeitig, EVALUATING THE QUALITY  
OF THE OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

Recognize sick building syndrome (SBS) risk   

factors (e.g., working in a new building, workplace 
dissatisfaction, frequent photocopier use, central 
air conditioning) when designing office buildings 
to reduce the likelihood of SBS symptoms.

Gul et al., OFFICE SICK BUILDING SYNDROME RISKS

ventilation and Temperature

Adjust supply air diffusers to avoid discomfort   

from localized drafts.

Avoid very high panels (over 72” or 1.8m) that can   

create an impression of poor air flow.

Give individuals control over one or more   

of the following: air-flow rate, direction, or 
temperature. 

Choose windows with high insulation values,   

provide shading devices, and offer local sources 
of additional heating or cooling to offset thermal 
comfort problems near windows.

Use low-emission materials and ensure regular   

cleaning of office furniture and carpets to reduce 
the effects of pollutants.

Newsham, MAKING THE CUBICLE A  
BETTER PLACE TO WORK

notes:
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 Designing workplaces that allow workers to see   

each other may increase the likelihood of face-to-
face interaction.

Rashid et al., SEEING OTHER WORKERS INCREASES 
WORKPLACE INTERACTION

Recognize that flexibility should be addressed in   

the early stages of workspace design.

Hassanain, DESIGNING FLEXIBLE OFFICES

Provide furniture, lighting, and workspace   

adjustability that increases employees’ well-
being and perceived freedom in and control of 
the environment.

Provide flexible furnishings and wiring that allow   

for a range of possible changes in the layout.

Veitch & Newsham, IMPACT OF OFFICE WORKERS  
HAVING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

When designers think about space planning, they often think of how to locate a space within the larger 
context of the project. However, space planning also encourages designers to fully think about what activities 
happen in individual spaces, and how individuals and organizations use those spaces.

When planning office space, be aware of the   

importance of creating distance (e.g., via doorways, 
elevators, copy centers) between activity areas and 
work areas to minimize noise, draft, and glare 
distractions. 

Leaman & Bordass, IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY  
THROUGH OFFICE DESIGN

Promote dynamism by decreasing distances   

between workspaces and by designing a compact 
building with offices connected by clear circulation 
paths.

Create environments that provide work-related   

space and also function for non-work uses as 
well (stretch-out facilities, break areas), as non-
work usability may help create a sense of freedom 
(supporting creativity).

Vithayathawornwong et al., WORKPLACE DESIGN CAN  
SUPPORT WORKPLACE CREATIVITY

Space planning

[ Consider workplace design that utilizes small workspaces to comfortably accommodate two 
to four people and spatial organization that limit distractions from noise, glare, and drafts.]13
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Consider how people work (e.g., independently   

or in groups) and how the design of a space (e.g., 
team spaces, workstation design, office plan) might 
accommodate individual work styles.

Focus on individual comfort when designing   

a workplace. Use technology systems to 
accommodate individuals’ indoor environmental 
climate preferences and needs for rest and social 
interaction.

Consider how technology dictates workplace   

design and prepares for changes and advances 
in technology (e.g., more telecommuting).

Pullen, DESIGNING WORKPLACES FOR FLEXIBILITY

Specify flexible components such as 1) modular   

workstations that may be combined to create 
other kinds of space (e.g., larger offices, conference 
rooms); 2) prefabricated systems (e.g., demountable 
wall storage) and common kits of parts for furniture 
or workstation reconfiguration that can be stored 
and inventoried for future use; 3) and raised 
floor plenums that enable access to voice/data, 
electrical, or HVAC services.

Be aware that using movable prefabricated   

components with integrated lighting and sound 
masking characteristics rather than sheetrock 
may provide clean, quiet changes to office 
environments.

Create designs that anticipate future location   

changes (e.g., stand-alone buildings with their 
own parking garages) that would allow a group of 
facilities to be used by multiple companies should 
the current tenant vacate.

Consult with a workspace designer and facility   

manager to develop or integrate solutions that 
are designed for flexibility and quick adaptations 
over a company’s life cycle.

Latshaw et al., FAST AND FLEXIBLE  
CORPORATE SETTING

Avoid a precedent-based design approach, that   

may not adequately accommodate a particular 
group of workers’ specific needs and habits.

Joroff et al., CREATING WORKPLACE AGILITY
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Consider current and future issues related to   

building planning, workplace layout, technology, 
and building systems (e.g., HVAC, electric, 
plumbing) when designing flexible office 
workspaces.

Consider allowing for the addition of adaptive   

technologies when designing learning environments 
and workplaces.

Harrell, USING TECHNOLOGY TO ACCOMMODATE  
FOR DISABILITIES

Be aware that employees may dislike open-plan   

office designs, especially those who feel crowded 
or perform complex tasks.

Maher & von Hippel, INDIVIDUAL’S RESPONSES TO 
OPEN-PLAN OFFICE DESIGN

Locate co-workers close together to facilitate   

supervision.

Kupritz (2000), AGE AFFECTS PERCEPTIONS  
OF WORKPLACE DESIGN

Include input from information technology and   

human resource executive staff to ensure alignment 
and integration of services when designing or 
procuring an effective workplace.

Be aware that it is important to maintain a   

sense of community among employees working 
remotely (e.g., by providing adequate conference 
and training facilities).

Joroff, DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND THE WORKPLACE

Workers in open layout and high-density   

workplaces may have lower privacy and job 
satisfaction than workers in cellular office layouts. 
Close proximity of workstations may be stressful 
for workers, distract them from job tasks, and 
cause immediate negative reactions (e.g., fatigue, 
increased blood pressure level).

When designing office layouts, consider that some   

workers (e.g., those doing complex tasks) may 
require more privacy and less noise.

DeCroon et al., HEALTH EFFECTS OF OFFICE DESIGN

[ Avoid standardized design across multiple 
workspaces as workers’ approaches and 
spatial needs may differ, even for identical 
tasks.]14

Space planning (cont’d)

notes:

13Leaman & Bordass, IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH 
OFFICE DESIGN

14Joroff et al., CREATING WORKPLACE AGILITY
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Taking Care of Business: 
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Use luminaires that have low brightness when   

viewed directly and that do not create reflections 
on a computer screen.

Use electronic ballasts with fluorescent lights to   

eliminate flicker.

Provide individual dimming control over lights so   

occupants can choose their own preferred light 
level. In the open-plan office, this requires aligning 
and assigning luminaires to workstations.

Newsham, MAKING THE CUBICLE A BETTER  
PLACE TO WORK

Use dimmable fluorescent lighting, local switching,   

window blinds and curtains, and a design 
approach that emphasizes local rather than 
general illumination in the workspace.

Train individuals to operate lighting controls.  

Veitch & Newsham, IMPACT OF OFFICE WORKERS  
HAVING ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

Create systems that incorporate natural light, have   

adaptable illuminance at both eye and task levels, 
distribute light throughout space, and provide 
accurate color rendering.

Bommel, DYNAMIC WORKPLACE LIGHTING

Dynamic lighting design may promote health and well-being among those who spend the majority of their time 
indoors away from windows.15 Whether natural or electric, adequate lighting has the potential to drastically 
alter a workplace setting.  With the current amount of knowledge on lighting and lighting systems, designers 
have numerous options when designing for the workplace. Because of the variety of activities that can occur 
within the workplace, it is important to design lighting systems to accommodate shifting activities. 

The amount of natural light within a space does not always fall within the scope of the designer. However, 
through space planning, designers can optimize the amount of natural light that currently exists. Conversely, 
designers should also be aware of the negative effects of natural light within the workplace. 

Consider lighting systems that change illuminance   

level and color temperature in accordance with 
visual and task needs and body rhythms. 

Bommel, DYNAMIC WORKPLACE LIGHTING

Use available natural light to illuminate work   

areas as people generally prefer to sit or work 
near windows.

Leaman & Bordass, IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY  
THROUGH OFFICE DESIGN

Workers may not notice dimming or brightening   

office lights if the increase or decrease in lighting 
is equal to or less than seven percent (e.g., from 
750 lux to 800 lux).

Workers may not notice changes in lighting that   

are somewhat greater than seven percent when 
the changes are made gradually while workers 
are engaged in work tasks.

Shikakura et al., WORKERS’ SENSITIVITY TO  
CHANGES IN OFFICE LIGHTING

lighting

[ Design workplace lighting to be of adequate 
intensity to avoid affecting workers’ circadian 
rhythms. ]16
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Good lighting design should include daylight   

and access to views, protection from glare (e.g., 
via blinds or glazing with changeable daylight 
transmission), luminaires with high lighting levels 
(e.g., 800 lux), and luminaires that light the wall 
surfaces.

Tenner, TRENDS IN OFFICE LIGHTING

Incorporate windows in all work environments as   

people react negatively to being without natural 
light.

Vithayathawornwong et al., WORKPLACE DESIGN CAN  
SUPPORT WORKPLACE CREATIVITY

Consider specifying electrochromic windows when   

visual comfort is the priority, and energy efficiency 
is also desired.

Gugliermetti & Bisegna, ELECTROCHROMIC  
WINDOW SYSTEMS

Provide as many people as possible with a window,   

or at least a view of one.

Reduce panel heights and use lighter-colored   

surfaces to increase daylight penetration, and to 
increase illuminance and lighting uniformity from 
electric light sources.

Newsham, MAKING THE CUBICLE A BETTER  
PLACE TO WORK

Consider the amount of sun exposure when   

planning work environments. Provide sufficient 
sun exposure to increase worker satisfaction, 
rentention, and to reduce fatigue.

Provide users with effective ways to control amount   

of sunlight saturation to avoid overexposure.

Leather et al., WORKPLACE WINDOWS PROMOTE JOB 
SATISFACTION AND WELL-BEING

[ provide natural views to increase user satisfaction, especially in high-stress work environments. 
If this is not possible, provide views of small areas of natural elements. ]17

lighting (cont’d)

notes:

15Heil & Mathis, EFFECTS OF WORKPLACE LIGHTING 
LEVELS ON EMPLOYEES

16Bommel, DYNAMIC WORKPLACE LIGHTING
17Leather et al., WORKPLACE WINDOWS PROMOTE JOB 

SATISFACTION AND WELL-BEING
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[ ERgONOmICS aND alTERNaTIvE DESIgN ]

Consider workplace design modifications that   

reduce the amount of time workers spend in 
awkward positions (e.g., with hands above the 
head in a lifting posture, stooping, crouching).

Dahlberg et al., PHYSICAL TASKS AFFECT MEN  
AND WOMEN DIFFERENTLY

Lifting objects to and from shelves that are elbow   

height and are perpendicular to the worker’s chest 
minimizes back stress and reduces the risk of 
back injury.

Create workplace designs that allow for maximum   

storage at elbow level and minimize the need for 
lifting to and from knee and shoulder level.

Consider workplace design that allows users to   

approach and lift from storage shelves without 
twisting.

Davis & Marras, WORKPLACE DESIGN FOR  
SPINAL HEALTH

In response to mechanization in the workplace, ergonomics emerged as an academic discipline that sought to 
solve problems in human-machine interactions. Today, entire work systems rather than specific interactions 
need to be addressed to create efficiencies, improve design, and increase the well-being of workers.18 Design 
and implementation of ergonomic and alternative workplace arrangements can increase productivity, decrease 
corporate costs, and help companies retain talented employees.19

Create adjustable workstations designed to   

accommodate a variety of employees.

Cook & Burgess-Limerick, FOREARM SUPPORT  
FOR COMPUTER USERS

Men and women may utilize different work   

techniques due to different biological and 
anthropometric characteristics.

Dahlberg et al., PHYSICAL TASKS AFFECT MEN  
AND WOMEN DIFFERENTLY

Desk sharing may be beneficial for certain workers   

as it may encourage communication between 
workers.

DeCroon et al., HEALTH EFFECTS OF OFFICE DESIGN

Specify different chairs for men and women to   

reduce risk of injury or aggravation in areas 
that are more likely to need support. 
- specify chairs with increased lumbar support 
for men 
 - specify chairs that encourage back  
rest use for women

Dunk & Callaghan, SEATING POSTURE  
OF MEN AND WOMEN

Design workspaces to avoid wrist and forearm   

postures and motions that put joints near the 
limits of their motion range to reduce worker’s 
risk of injury.

Marshall et al., WRIST AND FOREARM  
POSITION AND PERFORMANCE

Work Stations

[ Restricted spaces may force workers into 
unusual or restricted postures when dividing 
up workspaces. Whenever possible, design 
work spaces that support normal postures 
(e.g., ceiling heights that accommodate 
standing, spatial dimensions that allow 
variations in work postures). ]20
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 Consider providing an alternative keyboard (12˚   

split, 8 to 14˚ gable, and 0˚ slope) to promote neutral 
wrist and forearm postures and comfort.

Rempel, HOW ALTERNATIVE KEYBOARDS  
AFFECT ARM POSITION

Allow individuals to select and arrange their own   

ergonomic office furnishings to increase efficiency 
and reduce physical strain.

Miller et al., SENSE OF PLACE AFFECTS JOB  
SATISFACTION AND MOTIVATION

Provide screens that have adjustable viewing   

heights and distances.

Involve the individual worker to identify the most   

comfortable screen position relative to tasks, age, 
eyesight, and comfort.

 Place screens at a mean range of 80 cm (range   

of 60 to 100 cm)  and a gaze angle at a mean 
of -8˚ (horizontal angle to -16˚ downward) to 
accommodate most viewers.

Jaschinski et al., OPTIMAL VISUAL DISPLAY  
SCREEN PLACEMENT

[Allow ample desk space for forearm support to reduce pressure on upper 
extremities (i.e., arms, neck). ]22

[Chairs with concave and contoured seats may increase comfort. ]21

Work Stations (cont’d)

18Apgar, ANALYZING WORK SYSTEMS USING ERGONOMICS 
19Kleiner, ALTERNATIVE WORKPLACES CAN SAVE MONEY
20Gallagher, IMPROVING WORKPLACE POSTURES TO 

REDUCE INJURY
21Dunk & Callaghan, SEATING POSTURE OF MEN AND 

WOMEN
22Cook & Burgess-Limerick, FOREARM SUPPORT FOR 

COMPUTER USERS

notes:
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Consult rankings of perceived discomfort and joint   

movement when determining what strategies will 
be most effective in preventing discomfort.

Different joint movements can cause varying levels   

of discomfort. In one study, ranked joint motions 
in order of most discomfort to least discomfort 
were: 1) hip, 2) lower back, 3) ankle, 4) shoulder 
and wrist, 5) knee and neck, and 6) elbow.

Kee & Karwowski, JOINT MOTION AND DISCOMFORT

Information from ergonomic studies is not relegated solely to workstation design. Ergonomic design is 
simply designing around the body’s movements. By considering all aspects of the workplace, designers can 
more effectively address the needs of employees. To design effectively, designers may also wish to consult 
an ergonomist.23

Workers’ perceptions of their jobs and work task   

demands may be related to reports of lower body 
pain but not upper body pain.

When designing industrial workplaces, consider   

that electricians and painters may be less likely 
to report upper (and lower) body musculoskeletal 
pain than sheet metal workers, joiners, platers, 
or team leaders.

Randall et. al, WORK RELATED 
MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN

Be aware that both psychosocial and ergonomic   

conditions may contribute to work-related upper 
extremity (WRUE) symptoms.

Feuerstein et al., WORK-RELATED UPPER EXTREMITY 
SYMPTOM INTERVENTIONS

Other Ergonomic Considerations

[While ergonomists often focus on workers’ specific physical movements and work 
situations, understanding and studying larger work systems and environments can 
provide a holistic view that illuminates otherwise unidentified problems and solutions. 
macroergonomics can provide a whole systems view of a work environment. ]24
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Thoroughly inventory all the problems an   

ergonomic intervention seeks to address.

Involve appropriate stakeholders (e.g., ergonomists,   

facilities managers, occupational therapists) as 
directed by the specific demands of the project.

Be aware that user involvement may contribute   

to but does not guarantee a successful ergonomic 
intervention.

Vink et. al, SUCCESSFUL ERGONOMIC INTERVENTIONS

Be aware that economic benefits of workplace   

ergonomic interventions may be greater than their 
costs, and that productivity enhancements may 
account for the largest economic benefits.

Lahiri et al, ERGONOMIC IMPROVEMENTS MAY  
PAY FOR THEMSELVES

Other Ergonomic Considerations

23Randall et al., WORK RELATED MUSCULOSKELETAL PAIN
24Gallager, IMPROVING WORKPLACE POSTURES TO 

REDUCE INJURY

notes:
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Please select the best answer:
Why is it important to design spaces that foster a worker’s sense of place in the work environment?1. 

A. Employees who have a say in their physical environment will likely feel a greater sense of  
 ownership and pride in their space.
B. Having a sense of personal control over space may increase group cohesiveness.
C. A work environment supporting sense of place may improve employee work satisfaction  
 and motivation.
D. All of the above 

There are many benefits to having an open-plan workspace. Which of the following does NOT  2. 
 reflect one of these benefits?

A. Limiting the number of walls and individual offices increases the potential for face-to-face  
 interactions.
B. Fewer walls mean fewer toxic chemicals are polluting the indoor air quality.
C. An open space increases flexibility for future organizational needs.
D. Open-plan offices allow light to travel farther into the space.

When setting up workplace lighting systems, Newsham suggests designers should do all of the  3. 
 following EXCEPT:

A. Limit daylight exposure to the top-level employee offices only. 
B. Use electronic ballasts with fluorescent lighting to eliminate flicker.
C. Use low brightness luminaires to limit glare on screens.
D. Provide occupants with individual dimming control.

According to Shukakura et al., which of the following statements is TRUE? 4. 
A. Workers are extremely sensitive to dimming or brightening office lighting.
B. Workers are likely to notice any change in office brightness greater than 7% (e.g., from  
 750 lux to 800 lux) no matter how rapidly or gradually the change is made.
C. Gradual changes in brightness levels may go unnoticed by occupants, even if the   
 changes are greater than 7%.
D. Workers rarely notice changes in brightness levels unless they are over 25%.

Name:                                                                                                                                                              

Address:                                                                       Fax:

Phone:                                                                          Email:                                                        

If you need to register this course with AIA, please provide your member #: 

IQ1003 Taking Care of Business: Design for the Workplace
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Studies show that the majority of office workers spend most of their time doing individual work  5. 
 where they need to concentrate without distraction. To accommodate individual pursuits in open- 
 office environments, designers should:

A. Provide an enclosed, shared work space that employees can use if they need to work  
 without distractions.
B. Incorporate absorption materials (e.g., acoustical ceiling tile) and partitioning to make  
 background noises, such as voices, less distinguishable from one another.
C. Design individual cubicles with high partition walls.
D. Both A & B.

According to research by Gugliermetti & Bisegna, electrochromic windows in the workplace may  6. 
 improve:

A. Visual comfort and worker performance.
B. Energy efficiency and indoor environmental quality.
C. Visual comfort and energy efficiency.
D. Energy efficiency and heat gain.

When displacement ventilation is used, the highest risk for draft is:7. 
A. At the worker’s eye level, which may dry out their eyes.
B. Around knee-level. 
C. Above workers’ heads, so the risk is negligible.
D. Just above the floor (0.1 m).

Middle-aged and older workers tend to have different preferences regarding:8. 
A. The type of spaces that are important to workplace productivity.
B. The functions that are important to workplace productivity.
C. The ratio of time spent working in the office to working from home. 
D. The type of secondary activities that a workplace should support.

What parts of the body are directly impacted by specifying alternative keyboards?9. 
A. Wrists and forearms
B. Wrists and fingers 
C. Forearms and elbows 
D. Back and shoulders 

When designing for telecommuters, which of these strategies should designers consider?10. 
A. Provide a secure area for telecommuters to store important information (i.e., locked personal  
 file cabinets stored in a secure area that could be rolled into workspaces as needed).
B. Provide well-lit parking areas and security systems that allow users to safely access   
 telecommuting centers outside of normal business hours.
C. Create neighborhood-based workspaces that accommodate a range of professions.
D. Designers should considering all of the above when designing to accomodate   
 telecommuters.

Questions 11-12 are on the next page.
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11. InformeDesign offers thousands of Research Summaries to support evidence-based design. Navigate the 
InformeDesign Web site (www.informedesign.org), to find five additional Research Summaries related to this 
course that would further your design knowledge. List the title of the five Research Summaries you find below.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

12. Reflecting on the course material and additional research you have found, give an example of how you would 
apply the course material in a current, future, or hypothetical project.

Project Type (e.g., office, institution, healthcare, park, residence): __________________________________________

Nature/Description of the Problem:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Description of Research used in possible Design Solution:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

www.informedesign.org

Please submit this test to:
   InformeDesign
   240 McNeal Hall, 1985 Buford Avenue
   St. Paul, MN 55108-6136
   email: informedesign@umn.edu; fax: 612-624-2750   
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Correspondence with InformeDesign  1   2    3   4   5   
Effectiveness of Web site content  1   2    3   4   5   
Overall rating of online process   1   2    3   4   5   
 
Conclusions (summarize comments that appeared with some frequency) 
Best features of course _____________________________________________________ 
Weakest feature of course __________________________________________________ 
Suggested Improvements ___________________________________________________ 
 
InformeDesign 
1985 Buford Ave., 240 McNeal Hall 
St. Paul, MN 55108 
Fax: 612-624-2750 
Email: informedesign@umn.edu  
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Inquiry Course
Continuing Education 

www.informedesign.org

Description:
Globalization and internationalization of the world economy have led to 
multiple cultures using the same city, village, neighborhood, building, and 
house. This course presents research that helps designers identify cultural 
needs that they can refl ect in their design solution. Various scales of envi-
ronments and various cultures are examined.

Content:
There is one issue of Inquiry and one exam in this course:

      Inquiry: Understanding How Culture Infl uences Design
 Course Profi ciency Exam

Understanding How Culture
Infl uences Design

IQ0803

Directions
Read all course materials, then answer a 12-question profi ciency exam. When 
complete, fax or email the exam to the address given. InformeDesign’s staff will 
grade the exam and if scored at 80% or higher, you will be emailed a certifi cate of 
completion (with course number) that can be submitted to NCIDQ. If you are an 
AIA member, please provide your member number and we will report to AIA 
for you. 

Learning Objectives:
Using evidence from the studies surveyed in the course readings, the participant 
will be able to: 

1. Identify the issues that underpin creation of cultural identity for various 
cultures that can be used to develop a program or brief.
2. Analyze the cultural needs of a population to identify specifi c physical, 
social, or psychological factors to be met in a design solution.
3. Determine norms that refl ect a population’s culture and design needs.
4. Create design solutions that refl ect cultural identity.
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The Mission
The Mission of InformeDesign is to facilitate 
designers’ use of current, research-based information 
as a decision-making tool in the design process, 
thereby integrating research and practice.

© 2002, 2005 by the Regents of the University of Minnesota.

Creator: Founding Sponsor:
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[ INTRODUCTION ]

Welcome to Inquiry—a research brief developed by 
InformeDesign®. Inquiry summarizes research on a single, 
focused topic using content from InformeDesign Research 
Summaries and monthly issues of Implications.  It is a 
resource that provides you the opportunity to use research-
based design criteria.

Development of each issue of Inquiry involves carefully 
selecting and reviewing Design Criteria, Key Concepts, and 
other information found in relevant Research Summaries and 
issues of Implications. These elements are then reorganized 
into smaller sub-topics according to the design/human 
behavior  issues most important to informing the design of 
environments.

Inquiry provides you with increased accessibility to evidence-
based research for the development of better design solutions 
that benefi t both people and the environment.

Disclaimer:  Content in this issue of Inquiry was taken from 
several Research Summaries and issues of Implications.  
InformeDesign does its best to present accurate and concise 
information; however, this information is subject to the 
limitations of the original research. Content wording may 
be slightly modifi ed from its original form for clarity and 
context.

Note: The term “design” is used to broadly defi ne all design- 
related professions including architecture, interior design, 
graphic design, landscape architecture, and urban design/
planning.
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Where Research Informs Design

Inquiry A Research Brief by InformeDesign®

1

CULTURE
RACE & ETHNICITY
MEANING & SYMBOLISM
PREFERENCE & ATTITUDE
IDENTITY & STATUS
HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
SPECIFIC CULTURE IDENTITIES 
             (i.e., Danish, German, etc.)

keyword search
Use these keywords to fi nd more on this 
topic at www.informedesign.org.

Understanding how 
[CULTURE INFLUENCES DESIGN]

This research brief focuses on evidence that 
documents cultural infl uences on design relating 
to:
 •  GENERAL CONCEPTS 
  •  Globalization
  •  Regionalism
  •  Cultural Sustainability
 •  LANDSCAPE DESIGN
 •  URBAN PLANNING
 •  PARKS AND PUBLIC SPACES
 •  COMMUNITIES
 •  HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS

Globalization has created increased cultural exchange and transformation.  While 
there are positive outcomes for people whose work, living, or play have changed, 
there are also negative consequences such as people’s loss of tradition and unique 
cultural identity, often manifested through the built environment.  Designers can 
play an active part in sustaining cultures, i.e., supporting and perpetuating a given 
culture’s visual language.1

Designers have the ability to be sensitive to the individual needs of specifi c 
cultural groups, allowing their characteristic qualities to be celebrated through 
design of the built environment and not lost in globalization. 

By using design as a vehicle for cultural understanding, designers can consider 
the past and present of a culture, and they can further benefi t the future by 
adhering to cultural sustainability.1  

Over 125 Research Summaries and issues of Implications were found related to designing for 
the needs of culturally diverse populations.  Only a portion have been referenced in this issue 
of Inquiry. To fi nd more information on this topic, use the list of keywords above to navigate the 
InformeDesign Web site.

1Blankenship, CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY IN DESIGN
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[ WHAT IS CULTURE?]

Culture can be defi ned as the interaction of activities, lifestyles, and social variables within an environment.2 

Through these interactions between the individual and his or her environment, concepts, expectations, and 
defi nitions of environments are created over time, and it is through design that these cultural messages 
are conveyed through the built form.3 Designers have the ability to design spaces that support or suppress 
the variety of cultures that inhabit our globe.

Fan, EFFECT OF ETHNICITY ON 
EXPENDITURE PATTERNS

Consider the infl uence of culture on color, 
symbolism, organization, size of space, and 
orientation of daylight. All are unique ways 
depending on cultural orientation.

•

Visual traditions and folklore can affect 
contemporary design in a culture. 

•

Differences in cultural preferences can 
create confl ict or make a design even richer, 
depending on how the design process is 
handled. 

•

Cultural sensitivity helps designers create 
more suitable and attractive public spaces. 

•

Increasingly, culture acts as a commodity to 
be bought, sold, and consumed.

•

Lloyd, CREATIVE CULTURE 
AND URBAN RENEWAL

During the pre-design phase of the project, 
the designer must investigate the cultural 
make-up of the anticipated users of the 
space. Encourage your clients to investigate 
the cultural and ethnic aspects of the users 
of their future or renovated facility.  

•

Forsyth, Lu, & McGirr, INFLUENCE OF 
PUERTO RICAN CULTURE ON DESIGN

Blankenship, CULTURAL 
SUSTAINABILITY IN DESIGN

Human culture represents historical and 
geographical traditions of specifi c groups 
of people, describing their particular 
perspectives and refl ecting specifi c human 
experiences (Wagner, 1975).  The ability to 
create and symbolize culture is the nature 
of humans (Dhasouadi, 1993).  Every 
culture has a system of communication and 
assigned meanings that are contained in 
the most commonly used languages and 
symbols.  The signs can be visual, verbal, 
or a combination, but most importantly, they 
have the capacity of producing a sense of 
culture as they construct reality.4

IMPLICATIONS for  
SYMBOLS & CULTURE

People of various ethnic and cultural 
backgrounds with diverse lifestyles, customs, 
and cultural considerations populate 
America.  The United States’ population 
increased 12.6% from 1980 to 1992.  
During that same time, the Asian American 
population increased 121%, the American 
Indian population increased 39.5%, the 
Hispanic population increased 65.9%, and 
the African American population increased 
16.5%.

2Rapoport, CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN HOUSING DESIGN
3Case, HOW JOURNEYS AFFECT VIEWS OF HOME
4Chu, S. (2003). INFLUENCE OF CULTURE. Implications, Vol. 1, Issue 9
5Rapoport, UNDERSTANDING CULTURE AND HOUSING DESIGN

•

[ Variables through which to understand 
culture include ideals, norms, lifestyles, activity 
systems, and types of group organization (i.e., 
kinship, family structure, roles, social networks, 
status, identity, and institutions. 5 ]

Martin, DEFINING THE  USER

Inquiry A Research Brief by InformeDesign®
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Where Research Informs Design 3

[ GLOBALIZATION ]

To meet the demands of an increasingly global market, designers must be prepared to develop solutions 
that are both culturally sensitive and culturally sustainable. This responsibility calls for a keen 
observation of diversity and an open mind about the changing needs, values, and norms of different 
groups. In many communities, traditional architectural styles and elements have been resurrected as 
globalization has homogenized much of the built environment and rapid change has seemed to threaten 
traditional identities.6  To understand the cultural signifi cance of built environment features within 
specifi c cultures, skilled designers apply a research-based approach rather than relying on convention 
or stereotypes. 

[ Globalization in design can be defi ned as the 
replication of design ideas and concepts that 
exclude local history and culture.7]

Williams, CONSTRUCTING TRADITION 
AT NATIONAL PARKS

The combination of political infl uence and 
private capital may drive construction and 
design to refl ect globalization. 

•

Be aware of the complexity involved in 
preserving cultural traditions.

•

Western styles tend to  dominate  and 
infl uence the design aesthetic of other 
cultures, but it should not be at the expense 
of losing non-Western cultural traditions. 
Consider the history, traditions, identity, 
religions, languages, crafts, arts, and 
geography of local culture when designing.

•

The desire for participation in a global 
market may create pressure on developing 
societies to take on values, attitudes, and 
practices of the dominant culture(s) in 
control of the market.  Consider how ideas 
and practices that are promoted in the 
name of development may contribute to 
social, cultural, physical, psychological, or 
economic stress for indigenous or migrant 
populations.

•

Keep in mind that while development (i.e., 
changes to the built environment, legal/
political/cultural institutions, or industry) 
meant to improve overall quality of life (i.e., 
health, living conditions) may inadvertently 
reject and weaken traditional values (e.g., 
spiritual beliefs) and cultural practices (e.g., 
methods of house building).

•

Kaitilla, MATERIAL PREFERENCES IN 
MIGRANT SETTLEMENTS

[ In spite of global architectural homogenization, unique elements of individual cultures 
may be expressed in the built environment, giving residents control over their surroundings. 8 ]

Blankenship, CULTURAL 
SUSTAINABILITY IN DESIGN

Anderson & Al-Bader, REGIONALISM AND 
GLOBALIZATION IN CONTEMPORARY KUWAITI 

ARCHITECTURE

Unique regional traditions need to be 
preserved despite the continual push 
for a universal culture brought about by 
globalization. 

•

Jiaping, Wang, & Liu, INTEGRATING PAST AND 
PRESENT IN NEW CHINESE HOUSING

6 Mahgoub, IDENTITY EXPRESSED IN ARCHITECTURE 
7Anderson & Al-Bader, REGIONALISM AND GLOBALIZATION IN CONTEMPORARY KUWAITI ARCHITECTURE
8Casault, CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE HOUSING FOR THE INNUIT

Understanding how
[CULTURE INFLUENCES DESIGN]
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9McGowan, CONFLICTING DEFINITIONS OF TRADITIONAL INDIAN DESIGN

notes:

Developing nations and cultures often 
discard their rich traditional heritages only 
to later create a new, often fi ctionalized 
cultural past.

•

Vernacular traditions can be degraded 
in the face of modern developments and 
architectural trends.  

•

Work to achieve a culturally and historically 
sensitive balance between architectural 
traditions and modern innovations.

•

Architectural traditions can be manipulated 
for marketing purposes, resulting in 
distortions of actual traditions and a 
romanticization of real-life struggles and 
hardships.

•

Latter, TRADITION AND MODERNITY 
IN A SWISS VILLAGE

Preserving architectural traditions may 
provide a way to connect to the past in an 
era of modernization and globalization.

•

Remind local residents of the importance of 
local architectural traditions when engaging 
in new construction development.

•

Preferences for nostalgia in the built 
environment may be a reaction to 
globalization.

•

[ Ideals for a culture’s traditional design 
may be imposed from outside forces 
(e.g., a colonizer).  Consider global, 
social, and economic forces that 
infl uence design trends within a culture.  
Specifi cally, be aware that an outsider’s 
insistence on traditionally designed 
objects may not align with the social, 
political, and economic needs of a given 
society. 9]

Inquiry A Research Brief by InformeDesign®
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[ CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY VS. REGIONALISM ]

Cultural sustainability refers to the development of awareness and responsibility to identify, maintain, 
and apply elements of a culture to create a unique visual language.10  Cultural sustainability is a positive 
direction for designing in today’s globalized world; however, one must understand that the unique visual 
language that is created for each environment should not control, inhibit, or mock the culture for which 
it is created. Luis Barragan, a mid-20th-century Mexican architect, is renowned for his use of critical 
regionalism, but his fame also represents a prime contradiction in the practice: a single style being imposed 
on an entire culture.9

[ Regionalism is defi ned by characteristics of 
architecture that evoke a sense of place and 
cultural identity. 12 ]

Critical  regionalism often utilizes 
romanticized and primitive notions of a place, 
ignoring the current sociopolitical, economic, 
and aesthetic structure of a place.

•   

The practice of critical regionalism often 
fi nds itself reduced to a single, fashionable 
national style when representing a whole set 
of unique national styles.

•

A study on regionalism versus globalization 
in Kuwait found that local climate, material 
selection, context sensitive forms, and color 
impact regionally-specifi c design, and that 
regionally-specifi c architecture in prominent 
locations increased awareness of regional 
identity.

•

Though some attempts to regionalize design 
in Kuwait and nearby countries are cliché 
(e.g., minarets, fountains, decorated friezes), 
design approaches that linked spatial use, 
aesthetics, and structure to local conditions 
and less obvious aspects of culture 
enhanced a regional identity (e.g., modern 
pilotis resemble arcades in their function of 
providing shelter from the sun). 

•

Regional forms most closely represent 
actual conditions of a particular place and 
make people most comfortable in their 
environments by refl ecting current cultural 
conditions. 

•

Resist cultural universalism (i.e., cultural 
sameness) by emphasizing a building’s 
regional design features unique to a 
particular place. 

•

Eggener, IMPACT OF CRITICAL 
REGIONALISM

[ Architecture is not symbolic of culture but 
actually sculpts it, therefore basing critical 
regionalism on one architect’s unique style 
can limit and control the growth of culture. 11 ]

Critical regionalism describes a style of 
architecture that deliberately employs 
geographical and cultural conditions in 
subtle, often political ways and attempts 
to avoid cultural universalism by indirectly 
using the local forms of an exact place. 

•

Anderson & Al-Bader, REGIONALISM 
AND GLOBALIZATION IN CONTEMPORARY 

KUWAITI ARCHITECTURE

Attempts to avoid sameness while retaining 
local fl avor are often imposed by outside 
stakeholders (i.e., design consultants, 
planners), and what was meant to be 
preserved is sometimes inadvertently lost.

•

10Blankenship, CULTURAL SUSTAINABILITY IN DESIGN
11Eggener, IMPACT OF CRITICAL REGIONALISM

12Salama, MEANING AND IDENTITY BEHIND EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE

Understanding how
[CULTURE INFLUENCES DESIGN]
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[ LANDSCAPE DESIGN ]

Researchers and theorists in various areas of study (e.g., arts, humanities, social sciences) are recognizing 
landscapes as an integral part of understanding the world, but the idea of landscape with its multiple 
meanings is not easily defi ned. “Landscape” refers to both bounded views of particular places and the visual 
quality of larger regions; in addition to being actual places, landscape can take the form of pictorial and 
written records.13 By understanding the cultural meaning of a landscape, designers are able to better align 
ecological design solutions to a person’s values, beliefs, and perceptions. Yet, landscapes have multiple 
meanings and represent more than what is visible to the eye; social and cultural ideologies are attached 
to perceptions of what wilderness and civilized spaces “should look like.”14 

Landscapes embody and convey the values 
and beliefs of a culture. 

•

Consider the values, beliefs, and cultures of 
clients and potential users before designing 
a landscape to ensure that the design’s form 
and content are congruous with societal 
perceptions and expectations, and that they 
accurately convey the values of the culture.

•

[ Landscapes are embedded within social and 
cultural contexts that include expressions of class 
hierarchy.  These can be seen in site location, 
spatial organization, types of land use, and site 
function.14 ]

Arriaza et al., VISUALLY APPEALING 
AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Different cultural preferences for vegetation 
and landscape should infl uence landscape 
design and architecture.  For example, a 
study conducted in Andalusia, Spain, rated 
landscapes more attractive as the following 
factors increased: the amount of wilderness, 
the presence of preferred human-made 
structures (e.g., traditional houses and farm 
buildings), amount of plant cover, water, 
presence of mountains and contrasting 
color.

•

A study conducted in the ethnic community 
of Little Saigon in Westminster, CA, identifi ed 
that the use of plants, trees, and design 
features native to immigrants’ homelands 
remind residents of where they are from.

•

Grounding is described as the ability of 
landscape to shape a nation’s culture and 
identity by infl uencing common experiences 
and activities among citizens.  An example of 
this can be seen in Israeli landscape design:

•

Mazumdar et al, CREATING 
ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

Helphand, LANDSCAPING 
MODERN ISRAEL

Nassauer,  LANDSCAPES CONVEY 
CULTURAL VALUES

Cultural conventions, including others’ 
opinions and local customs, infl uence 
people’s perception of landscape beauty, 
which subsequently shapes the natural 
environment.

•

Home Ground: living and working 
communities containing pedestrian 
oriented open spaces.

•

National Ground: dried riverbeds 
sculpted by seasonal waters and 
defi ned by stone and vegetation.

•

Sacred Ground: sculptural 
monuments and environments 
created to communicate tradition 
and memory.

•

Common Ground: Mediterranean 
style promenades and garden terraces 
connecting the built environment to 
public gathering spaces. 

•

13Cosgrove, SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND THE PICTURESQUE
14Baker, WILDERNESS AREAS AS CONSUMER GOODS

Inquiry A Research Brief by InformeDesign®
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7

15Nassauer, LANDSCAPES CONVEY CULTURAL VALUES

Investigate social and cultural factors (e.g., 
environmental concerns, cultural identity) 
relevant to individual communities to build 
support for new, natural, protected areas.  
Also, regional pride directly increased 
support for specifi c, natural, protected areas 
while general environmental concern only 
indirectly impacted support for protected 
areas.

•

Carrus, Bonaiuto, & Bonnes, PUBLIC SUPPORT 
FOR NATURAL PROTECTED AREAS

[ Landscapes embody and convey the values 
and beliefs of a culture. 15]

Cultural agendas vary between different 
groups of people, and concepts of appropriate 
land use differ accordingly.  Consider the 
needs and traditions of local residents when 
making land use decisions.  An innovative 
way to do this could be to include contextual 
information about cultural traditions and 
heritage at a park site. 

•
notes:

Williams, CONSTRUCTING 
TRADITION AT NATIONAL PARKS

Parks can be considered an unexpected 
piece of urban life that allow inhabitants to 
escape everyday routine. 

•

Studying park users may lead to better 
understanding of the socialization between 
people of different age groups, ethnicities, 
and interests who use the space in different 
ways. 

•

L’Aoustet & Griffet, ADOLESCENTS AND THE 
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF PARKS
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[ URBAN PLANNING ]

Urban planning, architecture, and design can draw upon historic elements and existing cityscapes to 
create a strong bond between residents and their city. The history, geography, culture, and environment 
of the city can be used to create a more cohesive cityscape that promotes pedestrian travel and business.16 

Urban design can play an important role in cultural regeneration, a tool for economic growth, environmental 
change, and city identity. Culture shapes the urban landscape through design and adaptive use of multiple 
social groups.17

[ Culture shapes the urban landscape through design 
and adaptive use by multiple social groups. 17]

Enhance local architecture through 
preservation, creative adaptive re-use, and 
development of mixed-use structures; use 
the physical and historical context of the 
neighborhood as inspiration.

•

Globalization has brought international 
design trends to local urban planning 
projects, and careful urban planning may 
be overridden by future developments or 
national or political turmoil.

•

Investigate how changes made to the 
environment in developing areas affect 
existing cultural norms and the distribution 
of power and resources.

•
Inam, APPROACHES TO URBAN DESIGN

[ Urban design can play an important role in cultural regeneration, a 
tool for economic growth, environmental change, and city identity. 17 ]

Kaitilla, MATERIAL PREFERENCES IN 
MIGRANT SETTLEMENTS

Design pedestrian areas to promote local or 
regional culture (e.g., historic preservation 
and re-creation of structures and furnishings; 
incorporation of geographic, national, or 
local iconography).

•

Zacharias, PROMOTING 
PEDESTRIANISM

Wansborough & Mageean, URBAN 
DESIGN FOR CULTURAL IDENTITY

Program urban areas for cultural 
regeneration projects by providing spaces 
for festivals; public art; around-the-
clock activity; and creative, individualized 
expression via signage and facades. 

•

Use public art in cultural quarters to expand 
the ways the landscape is used.

16Schmandt, CREATING A PEDESTIRAN-FRIENDLY CITY
17Wansborough & Mageean, URBAN DESIGN FOR CULTURAL IDENTITY

Inquiry A Research Brief by InformeDesign®
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18Zacharias, PROMOTING PEDESTRIANISM

Consider energy use both in the production 
and use of modern materials as opposed to 
more traditional materials.

•

[ Design pedestrian areas to promote local or regional culture.18 ]

Kaitilla, MATERIAL PREFERENCES IN 
MIGRANT SETTLEMENTS

Recognize that while no neighborhood is 
homogeneous in design preference, cultural 
sensitivity can create a more comfortable 
environment for residents, overall.  For 
example, confl icts in design preference 
between Anglos and Puerto Ricans are found 
in the use of grassy versus paved spaces, 
main streets verses central plazas, open 
spaces verses fenced yards, and loitering 
verses socialization in the streets.  Consider 
the following:

•

A study done on migrant populations in 
Tanzania and Papua New Guinea discussed 
how ideas and practices of different cultures 
are either promoted or prohibited in the name 
of development, and in turn social, cultural, 
physical, psychological, or economic stress 
can be created among indigenous or migrant 
populations. 

•

notes:

Forsyth, Lu, & McGirr, INFLUENCE OF 
PUERTO RICAN CULTURE ON DESIGN

Zone and provide spaces for game 
playing, vending carts, and market 
places.

•

Differentiate and defi ne public 
and private property with fences, 
balconies, etc.

•

Incorporate bright colors and 
patterns in the design and decoration 
of communities.

•

Include residents in a participatory 
planning and design process.

•

Understanding how
[CULTURE INFLUENCES DESIGN]
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[ COMMUNITIES ]

Architecture can communicate the cultures and values of a community; it can evoke emotional and social 
ties between people by creating a sense of place and community.19 Just as landscape architects and 
urban planners need to be culturally sensitive, community developers should be aware of the effect each 
aspect of the neighborhood has on each resident. Therefore, the world continues to get smaller with 
neighborhoods increasingly becoming melting pots of diversity, designers must consider the users for 
whom they are designing.

Because young people are dependent on 
public amenities (e.g., transit, public space), 
they may promote plans that encourage 
livability for all citizens.  Youth participation 
can allow for young people to address 
their needs as well as those of the broader 
community.  Previous research has indicated 
that the youth population in Western nations 
feels socially isolated when planning is adult-
oriented.

Frank, YOUTH PARTICIPATION IN 
COMMUNITY PLANNING

•

Recognize that while no neighborhood is 
completely homogenous in design preference, 
cultural sensitivity can create a more 
comfortable environment for residents.

Forsyth, Lu, & McGirr, INFLUENCE OF 
PUERTO RICAN CULTURE ON DESIGN

Research has spurred interest in the 
relationship between local, social resources 
and community participation; however, 
current knowledge largely ignores cultural 
factors.  

• •

[ When developing communities, involve 
members of the community in the design 
process.20]

When designing these spaces, be aware 
that culturally specifi c religious places will 
be interpreted and experienced by other 
members of society and include on-site 
information to help these individuals learn 
about the cultural group and its traditions.

•

Emphasize centrality, interpret traditional 
forms with modern materials, and convey 
a sense of spirituality in the design and 
construction of contemporary religious 
spaces for ethnic communities. 

•

Consider ways to improve residents’ 
perceptions of their own neighborhoods, as 
this infl uences community participation, 
quality of life, and sense of pride and 
belonging.  

•

Small, FACTORS INFLUENCING 
VOLUNTARY COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Religious spaces within communities 
provide places for expressing cultural 
heritage through architectural means and 
may be used to narrate and communicate 
cultural stories.  Currently, Native American, 
African, and African American communities 
are seeking means to preserve cultural 
traditions and identities while fi nding a place 
in contemporary society.  

•

Leigh & Asojo, DESIGNING RELIGIOUS 
SPACES FOR ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

19Mazumdar, CREATING ETHNIC COMMUNITIES
20Leigh & Asojo, DESIGNING RELIGIOUS SPACES FOR ETHNIC COMMUNITIES
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La Boca, a neighborhood in Buenos Aires 
with a reputation for being a center for 
Italian culture in Argentina, attempted to 
control perceptions of the neighborhood and 
the people who lived there through murals, 
statues, plaques, paintings, and building 
facades.  Be aware that these additions to 
communities may be used to make political 
statements about who belongs and who does 
not belong in a neighborhood.

• Ethnic enclaves (i.e., a culture’s own space 
and place) allow immigrants to remember 
their past and share it with others.  

•

A fi eld study of immigrant Vietnamese in the 
United States showed that these enclaves 
allow immigrants to transition and adjust to 
their new lifestyle.

•

Provide space for religious buildings, 
festivals, and community gatherings to 
foster and reinforce community development 
enclaves.  

•

Surrounding communities can interact with 
and benefi t from the presence of an ethnic 
enclave.

•

Mazumdar et al., CREATING 
ETHNIC COMMUNITIES

Guano, CONTROLLING NEIGHBORHOOD 
IMAGE IN BUENOS AIRES

Use plants, trees, and design features native 
to immigrants’ homelands in enclaves to 
remind residents of their homeland.

•

Provide shop signs in English and the foreign 
language most often used in that area.

•

Create design standards to ensure that the 
enclave has the same architectural style 
throughout to create a sense of place for 
immigrants.

•

Consider the social norms and expectations 
of immigrant communities when designing 
and planning spaces and built structures for 
these communities.

•

Work with local offi cials and existing 
communities to ensure that codes, 
regulations, and expectations are met when 
planning a new ethnic community. 

•
[ An ethnic enclave creates a cultural buffer 
zone for immigrants to help minimize the stress 
of transition and culture shock.19 ]
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[ PRIVACY & CROWDING IN HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS ]

Meaning and signifi cance of activities taking place within a particular setting, especially housing, are 
factors in the occupants’ acceptance of the built environment. These preferences are linked to the 
occupants’ activities, lifestyles, and values, which are all infl uenced by the occupants’ cultures. When 
considering housing needs, it is important to understand that different groups of people may demand 
different qualities from the same built environment. The specifi c built environment of “housing” should 
consider all types, time periods, cultures, and the larger environment of neighborhoods.21

[ Desired privacy is defi ned as an individual’s 
preferred level of social interaction. When a 
desired level of privacy is not achieved, individuals 
may feel crowded. Perceived crowding is defi ned 
as the psychological state that results when an 
individual’s need for personal space is not met.22 ]

Culture may impact privacy preferences 
and sensitivity to crowding, and individuals 
from non-contact cultures (i.e., cultures 
where close interaction is unusual) may 
require more privacy than individuals from 
contact cultures (i.e., cultures where closer 
interaction is a norm).

•

Crowding tolerance is the ability to cope 
with the negative impact of high-density 
living conditions and differs from perceived 
crowding, which may be more related to 
desensitization of environmental stimuli 
over time.

•

It is believed that high-contact (i.e., low 
interpersonal distance preference) cultures 
are tolerant of more crowded conditions 
than low-contact (i.e., large interpersonal 
distance preference) cultures.  For example, 
Latin-American cultures are typically higher-
contact than Anglo-American cultures 
which, in turn, is interpreted to mean that 
Latin-American cultures are better able to 
withstand crowded living conditions. 

•

Overcrowding, poor management, lack 
of resources and control, and unhealthy 
relationships within the community can 
negatively infl uence resident satisfaction 
with public housing. 

•

Ukoha & Beamish, HOUSING 
SATISFACTION IN NIGERIA

[ Crowding may be perceived as a result of unwelcome social interaction or 
interference within an individual’s personal space.23 ]

Evans, Lepore, & Allen, CROWDED RESIDENTIAL 
CONDITIONS HAVE NEGATIVE EFFECT

12

Members of cultures that encourage small 
families, individuality, and independence are 
generally considered non-contact cultures.

•

Cultures that promote large, extended 
families, closer interaction, and stronger 
family ties are generally considered contact 
cultures. 

•

21Rapoport, CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN HOUSING DESIGN
22Horn, as cited in Kaya & Weber (see below)
23Kaya & Weber, CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN COLLEGE DORMITORY PERCEIVED CROWDING
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[ CULTURALLY SENSITIVE HOUSING ]

One’s concept of home is heavily dependent on his or her culture and background. It is important to 
undergo extensive research of the family’s culture when designing housing in a culturally sensitive manner. 
This can include but is not limited to site visits, interviews, and observations. Due to variance in cultural 
activities, fl exible spaces allowing for multiple functions and user groups are a great start when designing 
culturally sensitive housing.24  

Understanding how
[CULTURE INFLUENCES DESIGN]

13

There is a growing need for increased 
sensitivity to the needs of diverse cultures 
among designers.

People’s concept of home is infl uenced by 
culture.  

Amor, MEANING AND 
SYMBOLISM IN ARAB-AMERICAN 

MUSLIM HOME INTERIORS

•

•

24Hadjiyanni CULTURALLY SENSITIVE HOUSING: CONSIDERING DIFFERENCE
25Boschetti, INCREASING PLACE ATTACHMENT FOR OLDER ADULTS

place attachment
Place attachment is an individual’s social-
psychological bond to a specifi c location.26

Generate knowledge about cultural 
perspectives to help determine traditions/
activities to be supported.  Spaces in a 
home should support these traditions 
by considering proper room adjacencies, 
number of occupants to be accommodated, 
and required storage, furniture, and 
lighting.  

•

Hadjiyanni, CULTURALLY SENSITIVE 
HOUSING: CONSIDERING DIFFERENCE

[ Break the culture down into concrete, 
manageable, variables (e.g., values, ideals, lifestyle, 
family structures, and roles) to better understand 
the housing needs of specifi c groups of people.25 ]

Case, HOW JOURNEYS 
AFFECT VIEWS OF HOME

Be aware that a culturally sensitive, 
participatory design process may be time 
consuming.  

•

Casault, CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE 
HOUSING FOR THE INNUIT

As many cultural connections evidenced 
through social, cultural, and religious 
traditions are often practiced in the home, 
the design of residential environments can 
support or suppress the practices that defi ne 
our cultural identities.

•

The fi rst barrier to creating residential 
designs that sustain cultural identity lies in 
our willingness to acknowledge the existence 
of cultural differences and to devote the time, 
funds, and energy needed to uncover them.    

•

Due to the number of diverse cultural groups 
in need of affordable housing, it is important 
to design culturally sensitive housing that 
is affordable and that maintains re-sale 
value, without compromising its appeal to 
the typical American consumer.  Designs 
should allow for spaces that are adaptable 
and fl exible, accommodating multiple uses 
and users as well as future modifi cations. 

•

Be aware that everyday human activities 
(e.g., cooking, washing, etc.) are practiced 
differently by different groups of people and 
may demand different qualities from the 
same built environment.  

•

Rapoport, CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 
IN HOUSING DESIGN
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[ IMMIGRANT POPULATIONS IN CANADA ]

Traditional North American housing designs may not always accommodate the cultural norms or needs 
of non-dominant immigrant groups. A study in Canada investigated how cultural differences infl uenced 
the design and use of public and private spaces within multi-family cooperative and non-profi t housing 
developments. Due to Canada’s increasingly diverse population, immigrant and native Canadian cultures 
may differ with regard to spatial boundaries and the use of public and semi-public space within housing 
developments.  

[ Develop  creative solutions to zoning 
requirements when cultural values dictate 
a non-traditional site plan.26 ]

Research culturally specifi c housing types, 
construction techniques, and site plans; 
incorporate features that provide a transition 
between the culture of the neighborhood and 
the identity of the housing development. 

•

Regard all housing needs and desires as 
expressions of culture, not only those 
expressed by immigrant or minority groups 
but also those of the majority. 

•

Investigate values and cultural practices 
(e.g., preferred living arrangements including 
extended family members).

•

Consult with potential users about how 
they interpret spatial boundaries within and 
surrounding the home. 

•

Be aware that spatial boundaries may be 
defi ned physically (e.g., placement of walls, 
open or closed doors), symbolically (e.g., a 
pagoda style roof), and behaviorally (e.g., 
how people use semi-public courtyards). 
Behaviors  may  be more fi xed than 
users’ ideas about symbolic and physical 
boundaries.

•

[Investigate organizers’ and potential users’ feelings with 
regard to neighborhood integration and the expression of 
culturally specifi c ideas.27]

Investigate how individual and group 
activities and lifestyles express values and 
culture differently in different contexts (e.g., 
home culture versus immigrant culture), 
and understand that they can vary among 
people of a specifi c culture.

•

Incorporate space to accommodate group 
activities (e.g., classes, social activities, 
shared meals) that may combat feelings 
of isolation created by traditional North 
American apartment buildings or townhouse 
developments. 

•

Be aware that development organizers may 
prioritize rapid completion of the project so 
users may be served as quickly as possible, 
causing culturally specifi c designs and 
materials to be rejected in favor of more 
generic ones in an effort to expedite funding, 
approval of plans, and construction. 

•

Cooper & Rodman, IMMIGRANT 
CULTURES INFLUENCE HOUSING 

DEVELOPMENTS26Copper & Rodman, IMMIGRANT CULTURES INFLUENCE HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS
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[ SAUDI ARABIA]

How space is defi ned and demarcated varies across cultures. A study that examined the relationship 
between gender-based expectations, privacy, and spatial confi gurations in Saudi Arabia identifi ed that 
privacy and gender roles are growing concerns throughout the culture. High levels of privacy are typically 
important in Saudi Arabia; women in particular are expected to maintain high privacy levels. Be aware 
that spaces are generally divided according to gender and across socioeconomic levels in both domestic 
and non-domestic (airports, schools, etc.) spaces. Homes are also perceived differently than non-domestic 
spaces and should ideally make inhabitants feel safe and secure.

15

Consider how city planning, zoning 
regulations, laws, and privacy concerns 
may interact  with one another and with 
Saudi culture when designing or modifying 
residential spaces and housing.

•

Study and evaluate the spatial preferences 
and concerns of users of different cultural 
backgrounds and communicate directly with 
users to meet their needs.

•

Consider how modifi cations made to 
homes to enhance residents’ privacy (e.g., 
a high concrete wall, screens, or partitions) 
may affect neighboring residents and the 
aesthetics of the community.

•

Abu-Gazzeh, PRIVACY NEEDS 
IN SAUDI ARABIA

[ IRAN ]

Be aware that traditional Iranian courtyard 
houses were infl uenced by religion, culture, 
climate, and topography.

•

The distinction between private and public 
space, the separation of males and females 
not related by blood or marriage, and the 
importance of hospitality were key religious 
factors infl uencing the design of traditional 
houses in Iran, all in accordance with 
religious law.

•

To fi nd comfort in the hot, arid climate, 
occupants migrated throughout the house 
during the day as well as the year (e.g., 
south side of the house in summer, north in 
the winter, basement during the day, roof at 
night).  Most rooms were modular, adaptable 
to multiple uses, and contained little fi xed 
furniture.

•

The religion-based need for privacy led to 
complex layouts, especially for entrances, 
which were carefully planned to avoid direct 
views of the interior.

•

Memarian & Brown, RELIGION AND CLIMATE 
IMPACT TRADITIONAL HOUSING IN IRAN

Understanding how
[CULTURE INFLUENCES DESIGN]
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[ ASIAN - AMERICAN ]

Spending trends in the United States are infl uenced by culture and lifestyle. Understanding the factors 
contributing to the spending patterns of Asian Americans as compared to those of Blacks, Hispanics, 
and Whites could help identify the specifi c shelter needs of this rapidly growing segment of the U.S. 
population.

16

Research ethnic and cultural characteristics 
of the people who will be using a space to 
determine frequency and type of use that 
can be expected.  Marketing that emphasizes 
cultural customs, beliefs, lifestyles, and 
values may be more effective.

•

Shelter is of primary importance to Asian 
Americans, and this high level of importance 
must be represented through the design of 
the space.

•

From 1980 through 1992, Asian Americans 
had the largest household expenditures; 
more education (in terms of total years); and 
had more family members employed than 
White, Black, or Hispanic Americans.

•

Fan, SHELTER IS AN IMPORTANT 
EXPENDITURE FOR ASIAN AMERICANS

[ ARAB - AMERICAN ]

Increasing immigration has resulted in multiple generations of Arab-American Muslims living in the U.S.  
A study investigated how cultural traditions infl uence organization and meaning of home interiors in 
Arab-American communities.

Consider incorporating the Arabian majilees 
(i.e., traditional multi-purpose room) when 
designing homes for Arab-American Muslim 
clients.

•

Design for interaction (e.g., a U-shaped 
cushion arrangement promotes eye-to-eye 
contact and conversation) and is used for 
family relaxation and entertaining guests.

•

Be aware that religious decorations may 
be used (e.g., picture frames, artifacts, 
sculptures) to express identity within the 
Arab-American Muslim home environment.

•

Design interior spaces in Arab-American 
Muslim homes to facilitate privacy.  Create 
barriers between public and private spaces 
and male and female spaces through the 
use of partition walls, arches, or curtains.  
Provide separate sleeping spaces for male 
and female children.

•

Be aware that spaces used to receive and 
accommodate guests may be more important 
than other spaces in Arab-American Muslim 
homes.

•

Amor, MEANING AND SYMBOLISM IN ARAB-
AMERICAN MUSLIM HOME INTERIORS
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[ LEARN MORE ]

The following Research Summaries and issues of  Implications  relate to Understanding how Culture Infl uences 
Design, but were not referenced in this research brief. Look at these Research Summaries and issues of 
Implications to fi nd more information about this topic.

Asfour,  ARAB TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR RESPONDING TO CLIMATE

Hadjiyanni, HOUSING DESIGN FOR SOMALI IMMIGRANTS

Gao et al., COLORS EVOKE SIMILAR EMOTIONS INTERNATIONALLY 

Ochieng, AFFORDABLE HOUSING REDEVELOPMENT IN NAIROBI, KENYA
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IQ0803 Understanding How Culture Infl uences Design
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Please select the best answer:

1. During the pre-design phase of the project, designers must investigate the cultural make-up of the       
anticipated users of the space by considering these infl uences:

A. Expectations from past generations
B. Color, symbolism, and organization 
C. Size of space and orientation of daylight
D. B & C

2. The United States’ ethnic population increased from 1980 to 1992. The following ethnic populations  
and percentage increase during this time was:

A. Hispanic population- 65.9%
B. Hmong population- 56%
C. Asian American population- 62%
D. African American- 54%

3. Globalization has challenged the way spaces are designed. The designer must be prepared to 
understand the demands of designing with cultural sensitivity and therefore should consider:

A. Understanding history and local cultures when designing spaces
B. Implementing non-Western cultural traditions
C. Development can inadvertently weaken traditional values
D. All of the above

4. Researcher Helphand lists all of the following design features of Israeli landscspes the infl uence 
common activities for citizens EXCEPT:

A. Home Ground: pedestrian orientated open spaces
B. Common Ground: land that the public owns
C. Sacred Ground: monuments and environments to communicate traditions
D. National Ground: dried riverbeds defi ned by seasonal stone and vegetation

Name:                                                                                                                                                              

Address:                                                                       Fax:

Phone:                                                                          Email:                                                        

If you need to register this course with AIA, please provide your member #:  
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5. The concept of home is dependent on a person’s cultural background. In research done by Hadjiyanni, 
it is important to be aware of:

A. Cultural differences and devote the time to uncover them
B. Designing traditional spaces that encompass storage, furniture, and lighting even if space          
 requirements are compromised 
C. Designing permanent spaces that refl ect the culture
D. A & B

6. Urban planning can draw upon historic elements and cityscapes to create a strong bond between 
residents and their city. The following elements should be considered:

A. Design pedestrian areas to promote local or regional culture
B. Use international art in private areas
C. Limit the use of bright colors to stay consistent with the existing environment 
D. Create individual spaces for neighborhoods with multiple cultural differences

7. Architecture can evoke strong emotions and create a sense of community. As neighborhoods become 
more diverse, it is important as a designer to:

A. Create public art that refl ects local politics 
B. Involve the community just prior to construction 
C. Integrate needs from all age groups in the community
D. Design signage in the language most common in the neighborhood

8. When considering housing needs, different groups demand different qualities from the same built 
environment. Research has found:

A. Overcrowding can create a sense of a close, tight-knit community
B. Cultures that have extended families are considered “contact cultures”
C. Latin-American cultures prefer crowded environments
D. Desired privacy refl ects a “low-contact” culture

9. Privacy and gender roles are growing concerns in Saudi Arabia; especially when homes are expected 
to make the inhabitants feel safe. The following is recommended:

A. Study the local planning, zoning laws, and privacy concerns
B. Create low concrete walls and partitions around homes for privacy 
C. Communicate with only the men when planning new spaces
D. Give specifi c separation to men’s and women’s spaces 

10. Globalization can be defi ned as:
               A. Perserving history and culture in newly designed spaces

B. Fusion of multiple cultures in one space
C. Replication of design ideas and concepts that exclude history and culture
D. Design ideas that combine political infl uence with tradition

IQ0803
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The Mission
The Mission of InformeDesign is to facilitate designers’ 

use of current, research-based information as a decision-

making tool in the design process, thereby

integrating research and practice.

IQ0803

11. InformeDesign offers thousands of Research Summaries on evidence-based design. Navigate the 
InformeDesign Web site (www.informedesign.org), to fi nd fi ve additional Research Summaries related to this 
course that would further your design knowledge. List the title of the fi ve Research Summaries you fi nd below.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

12. Refl ecting on the course material and additional research you have found, give an example of how you would 
apply the course material in a current, future, or hypothetical project.

Project Type (e.g., offi ce, institution, healthcare, park, residence): __________________________________________

Nature/Description of the Problem:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Description of Research used in possible Design Solution:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Please submit this test to:
   InformeDesign
   240 McNeal Hall, 1985 Buford Avenue
   St. Paul, MN 55108-6136
   email: informedesign@umn.edu or
                                      fax: 612-624-2750   
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MIA 502 – DESIGN PROJECT, part 1 

           (30 points) 

 

PROGRAMMING – Precedent & Typology (Assignment #5) 

 

1.0  Objectives: 

The objectives for this assignment are as follows: 

 

1.1  To broaden and deepen student understanding of the building ‘type’, relevant to their 

capstone project, as necessary for the development of a complete design program.    

 

1.2  To sharpen student understanding of historical and design precedents as they relate to the 

selected building type.     

 

1.3  To deepen student understanding of typical spatial features, and relevant elements of the 

physical setting specific to the selected building type.      

 

1.4  To enhance student understanding of various precedent & typology methodologies as 

research techniques, exploring the strengths and limitations of the method.   

 

2.0  Guidelines & Format:  

The following guidelines should be followed for this exercise: 

2.1  Present ‘high-level’ analysis and findings during a 20 minute presentation in a manner 

and format determined by the student employing media of their choice; provided that the 

information presented becomes integral to the student’s final program document. (11” x 

17” format)    

 

2.2  A competent response would include:  

  (i)  a Title Page or sequence;  

  (ii)  a synopsis/summary of spatial features and specific elements of the  

   physical setting;    

(ii)  a brief recap of methods of information-gathering actually used by the  

 student during this phase of study;    

(iii)  possible methods could include some or all of the following:  

 Literature review (authoritative texts, trade publications, mass circulation  

 media), expert testimony/opinion, focus groups, visual analysis…etc.   

(iv)  One of the methods of information gathering must involve the researcher’s 

direct observation, and include recording methods such as activity 

mapping or traffic mapping,  

 (v)  a brief discussion of the strengths and weakness of the various methods.    
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MIA 502 DESIGN PROJECT, Part 1 

           (50 points) 

PROGRAMMING – Final Program Document 

 

1.0  Objectives: 

The objective for this assignment is to prepare and present a professional-grade programming 

document that clearly, concisely and thoroughly identifies the important aspects of the “design 

problem” that must be resolved during the Design Phase in Quarter 2.  

 

Behaviorally-based Issues & Aspects 

1.1 To identify and describe the social and cultural aspects of the target demographic relevant 

to the project, including general expectations for anthropometrics/proxemics, 

universal/inclusive design, and similar issues.  

1.2 To identify and describe the particular behavioral aspects of the design problem, by 

documenting and analyzing the specific activities and events proposed to occur inside the 

facility.  

 

Spatially-based Issues & Aspects 

1.3  To identify and describe the spatial aspects of the design problem, by systematically 

itemizing and describing all of the rooms, areas and spaces of the project.  

1.4 To ensure a clear understanding of which existing features and elements of the building 

must remain unaltered, and which ones may be revised.   

 

Programming Concepts & Design Principles  

1.5  To uncover and test programming concepts useful for project design such as: 

activity/service grouping, user orientation, flexibility, user flow, and security.  

1.6  To uncover and document design concepts useful in developing the project ‘type’ such 

as: overall spatial organization, spatial definition & spatial enclosure, circulation & 

wayfinding,  See Frank Ching’s Form, Space and Order.  

 

2.0  Guidelines & Format:  

The following guidelines should be followed for this exercise: 

2.1  Prepare and deliver a 20-minute presentation using the visual information gathered 

during the Typology assignment, and the visual data tools discussed in Pena & Parshall’s 

Problem Seeking.   

2.2  Prepare a final hard-copy program document using the 11” x 17” landscape format.  

2.3  The Program Presentation & Document must include substantive responses to the 

elements described in Section 1.0 of this assignment,; summarize design and historic 

precedents derived from prior assignments; and be structured using the ‘5-step x 4-

consideration’ problem statement & information management matrix developed by Pena 

& Parshall, see p. 26 & 27.   
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